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A laboratory experiment has been designed, assembled

and implemented to explore the effects of electrolyzing

heavy water (020) by using palladium and platinum

electrodes. The intent of this experiment was to reproduce

as closely as possible the work reported by Pons and

Fleischmann. To date, four cells each with a D20 volume of

approximately 240 ml (at 0.1 M LiOD) have been operated at

various current densities for differing lengths of time

with the longest continuous period of operation being six

and a half weeks (the overall experiment has been in

operation since July, 1989 10 months). Three of the

cells include a 4 mm diameter x 100 mm long cylindrical

palladium cathode, 5 glass support rods, a platinum wire

anode, thermocouples, and a vent path for reclaiming D20

from the electrolyzed gases. A fourth cell utilizes a 4 mm

x 45 mm palladium rod. Two constant current power supplies

provide power to the cells in 0.05 A increments. Thus far,

current densities of 16, 31.8, 64, and 127 mA/cm2 for Cells

ONE, TWO, and THREE and 70.7, 141.3, 212, and 282.7 mA/cm2

for Cell FOUR have been used. Two cells are vacuum



insulated while the other two have the capability for

varying the amount of air insulation. Eight events of

interest have been documented, of which seven appear to be

very similar to the excess heat results claimed by Pons and

Fleischmann. Analysis of neutron, tritium, and gamma ray

data show no observable quantities of traditional D-D

fusion reaction products during periods of excess heat

generation. It is concluded that the excess heat cannot be

due to the traditional fusion of deuterium atoms. Analyses

of the rod used in Cell TWO have shown interesting results

which indicate that the hydriding of the palladium matrix

may change the metallurgy of the rod such that it exhibits

abnormal palladium atom spacing and may allow lithium or

other elements to enter the interstitial positions within

the lattice.
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NUCLEAR INVESTIGATIONS OF THE ELECTROLYSIS

OF D20 USING PALLADIUM CATHODES AND PLATINUM ANODES

Chapter I

Introduction

A laboratory experiment has been designed, assembled

and implemented to explore the effects of electrolyzing

heavy water (D20) using palladium cathodes and platinum

anodes. The intent of this experiment was to reproduce, as

closely as possible the work of Pons and Flesichmann which

reported several observations of excess heat production,

possibly due to deuterium-deuterium fusion reactions [1].

Oregon State University's Department of Nuclear

Engineering, with the collaboration of several other

academic departments, has conducted over 32 weeks of

experimental runs with up to four cells. Tritium

production, neutron and gamma radiation, and cell

temperatures were monitored over the course of the

experiment. Additionally, analysis of the palladium rods

was conducted at Advanced Nuclear Fuels Corporation, along

with Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) of the Lithium

Deuteroxide MonoDeuterate (LiODD20) and clean D20 at the

OSU Radiation Center. A total of eight temperature events

were observed, of which seven were similar to those

reported by Pons and Fleischmann. In addition, one
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possible neutron event was recorded and may be completely

unrelated to the temperature excursions. Tritium was not

produced (as far as analysis procedures could determine)

throughout the experimental runs, and metallurgy of the

palladium rods used in the experiments exhibited very

interesting and heretofore unexpected results. The

experimental runs will continue.

The lure of a power source which may have an unlimited

fuel supply enthralled scientist and the public alike.

Unfortunately, the initial experimental results reported by

numerous laboratories indicated that the investigators at

the University of Utah may have been in error regarding

their reported results. Since that time, laboratories

nationwide are claiming that some type of new phenomenon is

actually occurring, and continued research is warranted.
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Chapter II

History

On March 23, 1989, two chemists at the University of

Utah announced that they had created fusion of deuterium

nuclei at room temperature. Their claims were documented

in the Journal of Electroanalytical Chemistry [1]. The

fusion of deuterium atoms has been extensively reported

throughout the literature and up until March of 1989 was

understood to occur only under very specific circumstances.

A temperature of several million degrees Centigrade, a very

high pressure of confinement, and a long "confinement time"

made up the Lawson criteria which dictated the conditions

necessary to produce fusion of light nuclei [2] These

extreme conditions are required in order for the light

nuclei to overcome the strongly repulsive Coulombic

barrier. The importance for high temperature is that for

fusion to occur, two deuterium nuclei must come very close

together. Because of their positive charge, the nuclei

repel each other, approaching a normal separation in a D2

molecule of .1 x 10-9 meters. This distance is far beyond

that required for fusion. At very high temperatures,

however, the atoms move with a great deal more speed, and

they can therefore undergo close collisions. As the

temperature increases, they can come much closer together,

until at millions of degrees Celsius, they begin to undergo

fusion reactions at a rapid rate.[3] Until the remarkable

announcement in March, 1989, it was believed that to
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reproduce fusion on Earth, one had to recreate the

conditions present on the stars. To this end, a major

effort has been in progress since the Tokamak experiment in

the USSR nurtured the idea of a fusion reactor in 1968,

almost three decades of research ago. [2,3]

Pons and Fleischmann claimed a production of heat at

low temperature, which could only, as they believed (and

apparently still believe), be produced by a nuclear

process. [2,3] These claims of "room-temperature" fusion

astounded the scientific world, and raised the hopes for an

extremely cheap and plentiful future power source among the

general populace. The equipment used in the experiment was

simple by modern day terms of scientific endeavors, merely

two metal electrodes in a jar of heavy water (D20). Claims

of electrolysis induced fusion are not new, since in the

1920's several reactions were reported, but later

retracted. [3,10] In any event, laboratories around the

world immediately set upon the task of reproducing the

experiments of the University of Utah's researchers.

Unfortunately, many experiments were assembled rapidly and

without careful attention to normal experimental routine,

e.g. to preclude errors and produce extremely consistent

and supportable results. As a result, a few laboratories

very soon after the initial reports, claimed that they too

observed events of excess heat production. Many of these

early claims were later retracted in several cases due to

inaccurate techniques and poor laboratory practices. These



incidents then cast a shadow upon the results claimed by

Pons and Fleischmann. [7-10]

The known fusion reactions which seem plausible and

reproducable in the near future based on current and

projected technology are given in Table 1. Considerable

research has been done in the area of traditional "hot"

fusion, and has been well documented in all areas of

scientific endeavor. [2,3.

5

14 -15] Indeed, there are even a

few technical journals, i.e., Fusion Technology, Fusion,

Nuclear Engineering and Design/Fusion, and others which are

dedicated to this topic. Several laboratories around the

world have been pursuing the energy breakeven point, where

the energy input into the fuel/plasma is exactly equal to

that energy produced from the fusion reaction. [2] This

type of fusion reaction is difficult to reproduce and

requires an extremely extensive amount of hardware,

electronics, and sophisticated control systems. The claims

by the University of Utah's scientists, if true, would be a

major event in the history of the world.

Although many laboratories have produced additional

episodes of excess heat, neutron production, or tritium, a

great many more reported no results at all. The Department

of Energy formed a panel to assess the feasibility of a

future energy source from the phenomenon of "cold fusion"

and to evaluate the results from the published literature

on the subject. A preliminary report was presented in

November of 1989 and is given in full in reference [3]. In
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Table 1.

Prevalent Fusion Reactions

Known Fusion Reactions of Hydrogen Isotopes

Reaction Energy Release (MeV)

D + D --> 3He + in 3.27

D + D --> 3H + IH 4.03

D + D --> 4He + gammas 23.85

D + T --> 4He + in 17.59

In + D --> 3He + gammas 5.49

ln + T --> 4He + gammas 19.81

Other Possible Reactions Within the Fusion Cells

1H 6Li -> 3He + 4He 4.0

1H 7Li 2 4He 17.5
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short, the report concluded that "the experimental results

of excess heat from calorimetric cells reported to date do

not present convincing evidence that useful sources of

energy will result from the phenomena attributed to cold

fusion."[3] Additionally, the report concluded that a

large number of researchers found no evidence of excess

heat generation, tritium, or neutron production. In no

case were the traditional D-D fusion products measured

which would be consistent with the reported elevated

enthalpy/temperature results. Early claims of neutron

production apparently showed no signs of producing the

amount of energy necessary to make the phenomenon a

worthwhile pursuit as an alternate energy source. Finally,

the report concludes that "nuclear fusion at room

temperature would be contrary to all understanding gained

of nuclear reactions in the last half century; it would

require the invention of an entirely new nuclear process.

[3]

Traditional deuterium-deuterium fusion produces energy

and products as given by the following two nuclear

reactions:

2H + 2H __> 3He (0.82 MeV) + 1n (2.45 MeV)

--> 3H (1.01 MeV) + 1H (3.02 MeV)

where each of the reactions occur approximately fifty

percent of the time.

Pons and Fleischmann claimed that their observations

of excess heat were due to this reaction. The electrolysis
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of heavy water using a 0.1 M LiOD electrolyte served to

break the molecular bonds within the D20 and allow the

migration of the oxygen to the anode (platinum wire wound

around the palladium cathode), and the deuterium to the

cathode. As described by Pons and Fleischmann, the

hydriding of the palladium forced the normal spacing of two

deuterium nuclei to be reduced by a factor of 200, thereby

increasing the chances of fusion by several orders of

magnitude.

The claim that fusion could occur at room temperature

was resisted by even the casual scientist. Nevertheless,

as more deuterium was "charged" into the rod, it was

postulated that eventually it reached a saturation point,

and continued electrolysis was only needed to resupply the

deuterium nuclei as fusion events took place and to hold

the previously charged deuterium within the metal matrix.

If fusion were really occurring, however, the products

given above should have been readily detectable. The

neutron and tritium production documented did not indicate

that fusion, as previously understood, had been observed.

[1]

If the traditional fusion reactions involving

deuterium nuclei were in progress, tritium atoms and

neutrons should have been observed. The neutron detection

arrangement in the Utah laboratory was not adequate to

monitor the number of neutrons which should have been

produced. In fact, their detection method involved the
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monitoring of neutron-gamma reactions in the background

bath via a low efficiency NaI detection system. The lack

of tritium and concrete evidence of neutrons led many

scientists to believe that the reaction may have been some

type of chemical phenomena. [7.8]

One other possibility that has been voiced is that the

"fusion" events were catalyzed by muons. The muon, first

discovered in cosmic rays in the 1940's, is an elementary

particle with a mass 207 times that of an electron. [3/11]

The muon replaces the electron and acts to bind deuteron

atoms in pairs at close enough spacing for fusion to take

place.

Still another theory specifies that the very rare

products of the D-D reaction, Helium-4 and a gamma (which

historically had been found to make up less than one

percent of all D-D fusion reactions), could be accounting

for the episodes of excess energy. The reaction equation

is given as:

2D 2D -> 4He Gamma (23.847 Mev)

and would certainly lend some credence to the claims of a

fusion reaction, if there were evidence that the number of

reactions necessary were occurring. The Helium-4/Gamma

reaction occurs once in every 107 high temperature fusions.

[3] There is currently no known evidence to support the

enhancement of this so-called "Gamma Branch" to the levels

needed to support Pons and Fleischmann's elevated

temperature claims.
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Over the course of the past year, hundreds of

laboratories around the USA and several in many foreign

countries have set up sophisticated and lengthy experiments

to determine if they could determine just what type of

phenomena was actually occurring. Oregon State University,

using the expertise of many departments and a slow, careful

approach, set out to do the same. Unlike many of the other

labs researching the "cold fusion" claims, OSU

simultaneously monitored for temperature, neutrons, gamma

production, and tritium, thereby ensuring the best possible

analysis of the reaction, were it to occur. In addition,

metallurgical testing of the rods was planned following

experimentation and neutron activation analysis of any

impurities was to take place as necessary.

The following paragraphs document the known positive

and negative claims, their source, and experimental

arrangement.

Positive Results

At the University of Utah, Pons and Fleischmann claim

excess heat on the order of 5-111% at various current

densities up to 512 mA/cm2. Their cells use palladium

rods, sheets, and cubes as cathodes and their cells were

initially of "open" type, allowing electrolyzed gases to

escape to the atmosphere. Although it is understood that

several million dollars of research funds have been

expended at Utah, no insight has as yet been announced
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regarding the determination of the source of the events of

excess heat. [1]

At Oak Ridge National Laboratory, C.D. Scott, et al.

report several episodes of excess heat ranging from 5-10%,

one of which lasted for over 1900 hours. Their arrangement

incorporated an insulated glass electrochemical cell in

which the temperature was controlled and heat was removed

by flowing water in a cooling jacket. Some of their events

were initiated and could be extended by system

perturbations. In addition, on three occasions, neutron

count level increased above background coincident with the

excess heat. Some of their cells included internal

recombination methods, while others did not. The cell

arrangement was similar to that here at OSU. [26]

At Texas A&M University, Appleby, Srinivasan, et al.

have reported 6-30% excess heat in cells using alpha wire

(palladium in alpha phase) as their cathode and an open

system. Their current densities have ranged from 300

1000 mA/cm2. [16]

At Stanford University, Hugginset al. has reported 5-

25% excess heat using arc melted disks of palladium as

their cathodes and varying current densities ranging from

10 1000 mA/cm2. Internal recombination catalysts have

been used in their cells to minimize D20 losses due to

electrolysis thus making "closed" cell operation possible.

[17]
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Also at Texas A&M, Bockris et al. have reported 5-25%

excess heat using palladium rods and nickel anodes which

are subjected to current densities of 100 500 mA/cm2.

Their arrangement used a closed cell arrangement to attempt

reclamation of gases. [18]

At the University of Minnesota, Oriani, et al.

reported 2-21% excess heat using palladium rods supplied

from Johnson Matthey (similar to those used by Pons and

Fleischmann), and current densities of .6 1.6 mA/cm2.

They used an open cell arrangement. [19]

At the Laboratoire de Metallurgie Structurale in Orsay

France, J. Chene and A.M. Brass report up to 400% increases

in the tritium content within their cells, using 1 mm x 20

mm palladium rod cathodes and a platinum anode. Their

current densities ranged from 100 450 mA/cm2. Their

arrangement was an open cell type. [20]

At Brigham Young University, Jones et al. report

neutron production at extremely low levels using palladium

cathodes and gold foil anodes. Their cells utilized a

volume of 20 ml of electrolyte. They have not produced any

episodes of excess heat.[21]

At the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory in Washington,

D.C., Ehrlich, et al. report the observation of some

"possible neutrons" in a small amount of their many

experiments. Their arrangement utilized palladium rods of

right circular cylinder type in a pressurized D2 gas

cylinder charged to 5.86 MPa. [22]
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On December 4, 1989, two teams of Japanese scientists

claimed that they had observed large bursts of neutrons

from "cold fusion" experiments. The first, at Nagoya

University, was reported by Wada, et al. Apparently, a

burst of 692 neutrons in 63 seconds was observed, far above

the well documented background of 1 4 neutrons/hour. In

addition, Arata, et al. at Osaka University reported as

many as 100 million neutrons a second for as long as 40

hours. This corresponded to an increase over background of

20,000 times. [28]

At Los Alamos National Laboratory, Menlove, et al.

reported bursts of neutrons from pressurized cylinders

containing scraps of palladium and titanium. The cylinders

were pressurized with D20 gas at up to 40 atmospheres. The

experimental arrangement varied the temperature of the

cylinders from liquid nitrogen temperatures to normal room

temperature. After the vessels were cooled to near 70°K,

they were allowed to warm at a normal rate. In several

cases, neutron bursts were observed as the temperature

passed -30 °C. [25]

The other groups reporting excess heat which have as

yet not published reports in the journals researched are as

summarized in reference [3]: Case Western University; the

University of Florida; the University of Hawaii; Battavia,

Illinois; Nytone Electronics, and Novatek.

There may indeed be others which have seen positive

indications of either neutron production, excess heat
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generation, or tritium production, but their results have,

as yet, not been published or become available.

NEGATIVE RESULTS

The following institutions reporting negative results

in the area of "cold fusion" research include:

Martin, et al. at Texas A&M; Gottesfield at LANL

(excess heat production); Little, et al. in Austin, Texas;

Bennion at BYU; Ayers at Electron Transfer Technologies;

Allen, et al. at Battelle Northwest DOE Laboratories; Jow,

et al. at the U.S. Army ETDL; Randolph at Westinghouse

Savannah River Site; Weissman at Brookhaven National

Laboratory; Ross at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; Wagner at

General Motors Corporation; Farmer at Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory; and Fuller, et al. at Oak Ridge

National Laboratory. [3]

M. Gai, et al. at Yale University concluded that the

upper bounds of the reported results from the University of

Utah's scientists could only be due to cosmic ray induced

fusion events. [29]

D.C. Bailey at the University of Toronto in Canada

concluded that his results indicated no evidence of gamma

rays from Coulomb excitation were observed despite the fact

that they should be easily detected even from milliwatt

level production of heat from "fusion reactions". [30]

At MIT, Hagelstein, et al. reported that in their

study of a simple model of the experimental arrangement,

fusion of deuterium nuclei was not a function of the
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spacing in the palladium matrix and that initial

experiments did not support Pons and Fleischmann's claims.

[31] Additionally, Wrighton et al., also at MIT, found no

evidence of excess heat using open cells and current

densities to 69 mA/cm2.[3]

J. Divisek, et al. at the Institute of Applied

Physical Chemistry, Nuclear Research Centre, in Julich,

Federal Republic of Germany, reported that under

experimental conditions similar to that of Pons and

Fleischmann, they observed no indication that fusion of

deuterium atoms occurred as a result of charging deuterium

into the matrix of a palladium cathode. [32]

In Argentina, and Great Britain, Abriola, et al. and

Armstrong, et al. respectively also found no evidence of

excess heat generation, neutron production, or the

production of tritium as a result of nuclear fusion. Their

arrangements were also similar to that of the University of

Utah's researchers. [33-34]

According to reference [3], Caltech, the Naval Weapons

Center, a group at SNL, AT&T Bell Labs, a group at ANL, the

Free Univ. of Berlin, EG&G-Idaho, Iowa State U., and

Harwell and ChalkRiver Labs have all seen no excess

heat.[3]
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Chapter III

Experimental Arrangement

Four cells have been constructed to replicate as

closely as possible those used in the University of Utah's

research. Three of the cells (cells ONE, TWO, and THREE)

have a 4 mm diameter X 100 mm long cylindrical palladium

rod as its cathode, and platinum wire as its anode. The

fourth cell used a palladium rod 4 mm in diameter and

approximately 45 mm long. Cell ONE used 0.511 mm platinum

wire and Cells TWO, THREE, and FOUR use 0.254 mm wire. The

surface areas of the palladium and platinum electrodes in

all the cells are nearly equal (approximately 12.56 cm2).

The first three palladium rods were obtained from Johnson-

Matthey, West Chester, PA, and the fourth was prepared at

Teledyne Wah Chang Albany, Albany, OR. The four cells have

volumes of approximately 240 ml. Figure 1 is a schematic

diagram of the cell arrangement.

Each palladium rod has a palladium wire spot-welded to

it for "bare-ended" connection to a constant current power

supply. Three openings are made in the upper Teflon

stopper of each cell. One opening is a combination vent

path and palladium lead exit, another is for the platinum

lead, and the third allows a glass tube, sealed at its

lower end, to be inserted near the bottom of the cell
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providing a receptacle for two thermocouples to be used for

temperature monitoring.

Five glass rods run from the upper Teflon stopper to a

lower Teflon support piece. The platinum wire is wound

around the glass rods in an attempt to provide a uniform

electric field along the length of the palladium rod. All

three openings in the upper Teflon stopper have Ultra-Torr

connectors to seal the glass tubes which allow access to

the interior of the cells. The platinum wire exits a 2 mm

outer diameter glass tube via an Ultra-Torr connector and

is sealed at the exit using silicon rubber. The

thermocouple tube (4 mm outer diameter) exits a second

Ultra-Torr fitting, is filled with D20 for increased heat

conduction, and is sealed using a silicon rubber seal. The

center Ultra-Torr connector allows a 4 mm vent path through

glass tubing to a catalytic recombination cell which is

operated to reclaim the excess deuterium and oxygen gases

evolved during the electrolysis process.

The double walled glass bottles of Cells TWO and THREE

have had a vacuum drawn in the inter-glass space, and those

of Cells ONE and FOUR have air in between the glass;

otherwise they are very similar in construction. During

the initial tests, Parafilm was used to seal the Teflon

stopper to the glass vessel. Some of the later tests were

operated without this seal and electrolyzed D2 and 02 gases

have been allowed to escape from the system. The most

recent tests have used the Parafilm seal once again.
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The recombination cell uses a platinum film as a

catalyst which provides for recombination of the deuterium

and oxygen. It is typically operated at approximately

1500C. It has been about 40-50% efficient in reclamation

of heavy water from cells which employ the Parafilm seal,

while nearly 0% for those which are not sealed around the

upper Teflon stopper.

Calibration runs using known heat inputs were

conducted on Cells ONE and TWO, the results of which are

seen in Figures 2 and 3. The non-linearity of these

results indicate that a portion of the internal heat is

lost through the top Teflon stopper rather than through the

glass walls at high power inputs. Dr. A.H. Robinson has

developed a polynomial fit using regression analysis and

the equation generated has been used to describe the

temperature profiles within each cell in a macro developed

for data manipulation in LOTUS 123. The equations then

predict the differential temperature for a given voltage

and current input. The daily plots of measured cell

differential temperature (between the cell and the bath

average temp.'s) were then provided with predicted upper

and lower temperature limits. The upper curve assumes that

there is 100% recombination of the D2 and 02 within the

cell, and the lower curve assumes that there is no

recombination and all evolved gases are lost from the

ce11.[6] A lumped parameter model has been developed but

not yet fully implemented for predicting cell response to
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system variables. The preliminary model is given in the

Discussion section.

A Tektronix digital, programmable power supply (Model

PS5010) providing a maximum current of 1.6 A at 0 15

Volts is used as the source of power to the cells.

Initially, two digital multi-meters monitored cell voltages

while a Keithley 500 monitoring system sampled cell

temperatures at one minute intervals. About half way

through the experimental runs, the Keithley monitoring

system was configured to sample temperatures as well as the

individual cell voltages at two minute intervals (October

19, 1989). A Leading Edge Model D computer provides the

disk storage as well as visual data output for monitoring

the temperatures and voltages. Bath temperature is

monitored by two thermocouples during the experimental

runs, and two additional thermocouples, one in the upper

portion and one at the bottom, are placed in the D20 filled

glass tube located within each cell. All temperature

differences reported are determined as the difference

between the average of the two in-cell thermocouples and

the average of the two in-bath thermocouples. The

thermocouples are Type K, chromel/alumel thermocouples

manufactured by Omega, Inc. Appendix B provides the BASIC

computer program and a description of the software used to

operate the Keithley 500 system.

A second Leading Edge computer is connected via an IBM

Data Acquisition and Control Adapter to 15 BF3 neutron
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detectors. The detectors were used in an experimental

arrangement previously which used a 55 gallon drum filled

with paraffin to minimize background radiation

interference. The detectors slid into tubes lengthwise and

the sample to be counted was placed in a tube central to

the neutron detector arrangement. [24] This system counts

neutron pulses continuously, recording a neutron count

every 60 seconds. A block diagram of the neutron

monitoring system is provided as Figure 4. The software

program was developed by Dr. S.E. Binney and is presented

in full in Appendix C. A third Leading Edge computer

interfaces with a NaI gamma ray detection system, which is

lead shielded to minimize background gamma radiation. Both

the NaI detector and the BF3 probes are arranged around a

94.6 liter cooler which acts as a uniform temperature bath

in which the cells are partially submerged.

The tritium analysis was done in accordance with

procedures in use at the OSU Radiation Center.[5] The full

tritium analysis procedure is included as Appendix F. A

Beckman LS7500 Liquid Scintillation Detector analyzer at

the OSU Radiation Center was used to count the samples.

Each sample consists of a vial which is filled with 15 ml

of OPTI-FLUOR and a 2 ml sample taken from the cell volume,

the Recombination Cell, or clean D20. The sample was then

shaken and placed in cold storage for 24 hours. The

absolute detection efficiency of the Beckman was determined

by using tritium calibration standards and by using a 137Cs
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radiation source to determine the system quenching factors.

D20 samples were used as the background standards. All

samples were counted for 20 minutes each. The lower limit

of detection (LLD) is calculated by:
LLD (95%) = 4.66 X (Total Bkgnd Cnts)0.5

(counting time)(efficiency)

The efficiency is calculated in terms of cpm/dpm. An

example of a typical D20 background is:

LLD (95%) dpm = (4.66)[(20 min)(24.65 cpm)10.5 = 16.8 dpm
(20 min)(0.3080 cpm/dpm)

Converting this to uCi/ml:

LLD (95%) uCi/m1 = 16.8dpm = 3.78 x 10-6 uCi/m1
(2.22E06 dpm/uCi)(2m1)

where 2 ml is the volume of cell water sampled.
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Chapter IV

Experimental Results

IV.1. Temperature Events

This section describes, in chronological order, the

seven events which have occurred to date in which the

apparent heat output of a cell, as seen in terms of the

measured change in cell fluid temperature, increased in a

distinct and significant step. In none of these "events"

had there been any intrusion by the experimenter to

initiate the increase in the cell fluid temperature. In

all cases, however, some action by the experimenter caused

the termination of the apparent release of heat. In most

cases the measured temperature difference returned to the

"pre-event" value. Termination of the "events", in most

cases, resulted from adding D20 to the cell in order to

maintain the fluid level.

IV.1.1 Temperature Event Number ONE

The sequence of events throughout this event are

chronicled in this section. A plot of differential

temperature versus time is shown in Figure 5. The first

event occurred on August 15, 1989, shortly after a typical

heavy water addition while operating at a 64mA/cm2 current

density. Table 2 provides the cell currents and

corresponding current densities for all four experimental

cells. In this case, the Cell ONE temperature difference

increased by three degrees over a few minutes and was
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Table 2.

Current Densities Used for
Cells ONE, TWO, THREE, and FOUR

Current
(Amps)

Current Density
(mA/cm2)

Cells 1/2/3 Cell 4

0.2 15.9 35.4

0.4 31.8 70.7

0.8 63.7 141.3

1.0 79.6 176.7

1.2 95.5 212.0

1.4 111.5 247.3

1.6 127.4 282.7
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continuing to rise very slowly when the stopper lifted off

of the top of the cell, separating the palladium wire from

the palladium rod, stopping the electrolysis and

terminating the experiment. No change in neutron count

rate was observed during this period of time.

On Sunday, 8/13/89, the recombination cell was placed

back into operation after a two day shutdown period to

allow modification. Cell ONE had been undergoing

electrolysis at 64mA/cm2 for about 7 days. The changes to

the recombination cell were to allow vent path flow from

two cells in preparation of changing the lab arrangement

for two cell operation. The Recombination Cell was

energized, following its modification, at 12 A. This

current level corresponded to a temperature in the

recombination cell of approximately 100°C. At 1132 on this

date, 7.5 ml of clean D20 was added to Cell ONE. Also at

this time, approximately 2.0 ml was added to the

recombination cell water seal "loop" to prevent loss of

electrolyzed gases from the experimental arrangement. At

this point in the experimental process, it was common

practice to elevate the cell from the background water bath

prior to adding make-up heavy water.

At 1141, the cell was lowered back into the bath to

approximately the same position within the water bath. It

is important to note that an indelible benchmark had been

made on the surface of the outer glass container to allow
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repositioning of the cell to the same position within the

bath. This was to minimize errors due to differences in

heat transfer to the environment. At 1148, the

recombination cell temperature was recorded at 92 °C and

rising as expected. The operating temperature for the

recombination cell had been established as 95-100°C. At

1150, a review of the neutron data for the previous day

revealed a typical count rate of 0.2-0.7 counts per second.

Although this normal neutron background level was far above

that reported by several other laboratories, the neutron

detection arrangement provided our laboratory with a gross

indication of any abnormal nuclear events. [21,25 -27] The

proximity of the 15 BF3 probes ensured that any event

involving nuclear fusion from two deuterium nuclei would be

indicated by a change from the well established background

count level. In every set of operational runs, the

background count was established over a minimum of two days

of neutron data prior to cell energization. Differential

Temperature within the cell was observed to decrease

immediately after cell fill, due to the difference in

temperature between the cell make-up D20 and the in-cell

solution. The cell temperature was monitored at one minute

intervals and a review of the previous days data indicated

that the typical variation of differential temperature as

level decreased over a 24 hour period was approximately 1°C

at this current density.
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At 1236 on Monday, 8/14/89, the Keithley Monitoring

System was deenergized to allow connection of thermocouples

to an integrated circuit board within the unit in

preparation of the startup of Cell TWO. At 1248, the

Keithley was re-energized. During the shutdown period, the

updated software was verified to be operational. The

maximum length of time during which the cell temperature

within the operating cell (ONE) was not sampled was

approximately 3 minutes. At 1310, Cell ONE was elevated

and make-up D20 was added (7.4 ml). At 1315, Cell ONE was

lowered back into the bath to its previous position and the

monitoring program was reinitiated. At 1318, it was noted

that the Recombination Cell was now reclaiming significant

amounts of the excess D2 and 02 gases. Calculations show

that the reclamation efficiency was between 40 and 50

percent. Up until this point, the Recombination Cell had

only produced 2 ml of reclaimed D20 over a 14 day period.

At 1350, the ring stand arrangement was modified to

accommodate Cell TWO. This modification involved the

elevation of the operating cell for less than one minute.

At 1419, Cell TWO was constructed and placed into the bath

with a calibration resistor installed in lieu of the normal

in-cell arrangement.

At 1421, the temperature in Cell ONE was noted as

rising, but initially this was believed to be due to an

increase in the bath temperature following a bath water
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make-up addition from the demineralized water source. The

differential temperature was rising however, and if the

background temperature was rising within the bath, then

something had to be occurring within the cell to change

differential temperature. Also at this time, voltage was

noted as constant and since the power supply was in

constant current mode, a known power input was being

supplied to the cell. On Tuesday, 8/15/89, Cell ONE'S

upper Teflon stopper separated from the glass container due

to some type of pressure event. Following a review of the

experimental data, it was determined that the differential

temperature had increased three degrees Centigrade over a

short period of time. The cell temperatures acted as if

the input power level had been changed in a step function

increase. The increase in delta T corresponds to almost 30

percent from that expected due to raw power input. The

stopper's separation from the cell glass container forced

the palladium wire to part from the palladium rod and the

electrolysis stopped. No abnormal neutron count rate was

observed throughout this event

IV.1.2 Temperature Event Number Two

This section documents the sequence of events

surrounding the increase in cell differential temperature

exhibited by Cell TWO during the time period of September

05 07, 1989. A plot of differential temperature versus
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Table 3. Annotations for Figure 6.

September 5, 1989

1. 1354 Elevated cells to observe changes.

1356 Raised current to 1.6 A in cells ONE and TWO.

1402 Lowered both cells back into bath, normal electrolysis observed.

2. 2134 Cell TWO begins a rise from 37°C to 44.6°C temperature

difference.

September 6, 1989

3. 0708 Cells elevated for inspection.

4. 1225 D20 added to Cell TWO.

5. 1236 Bath level raised 2.5 cm.

6. 1400 Parafilm seals repaired, Cell TWO vented to recombination cell,

Cell ONE to atmosphere.

7. 1611 D20 added to Cell TWO.

September 7, 1989

8. 0907 D20 added to Cell TWO (Approximately 0.75 cm of Pd rod

uncovered).
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time is shown in Figure 6. Table 3 documents the comments

annotated on the figure.

On September 5, 1989, after two cells had been in

operation for a period of two weeks with a varying, but

generally increasing current density, a series of events

occurred.

Preceeding the event, on Tuesday, 8/22/89, cells ONE

and TWO were energized at 0.4 A. On Friday, 8/25/89, the

cell current was increased to 0.8 A where it was maintained

for 11 days. On Tuesday, 9/05/89, at 1354, both operating

cells were elevated to allow the observation of the effects

of changing current from 0.8 to 1.6 A. The maximum

available current from the Tektronix Power Supply is 1.6 A.

At 1356, current was increased and an increased rate of

electrolysis was observed. This marked the first time any

of the experimental cells had been operated at the maximum

current density (128 mA/cm2). At 1402, both cells were

lowered back into the bath to their "benchmarked" position.

The input power to the cells was documented as 10.8

and 13.94 Watts for Cells ONE and TWO respectively. The

differences in power input were due to dissimilarities

between the cells requiring differing voltages to maintain

the constant current density. This difference is primarily

due to individual cell resistivity variations in the

palladium rod, palladium wire, and platinum wire gauge.
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Voltages at this point in the experimental runs were

recorded at approximately 6-7 hour intervals. The voltages

varied only slightly over a 24 hour period, with the

largest change immediately following cell make-up heavy

water addition. The maximum change in voltage observed was

typically an increase of less than 0.5 Volts DC. When four

cell experiments were initiated in October, the Keithley

was modified to allow voltage sampling at the same interval

as temperatures, every two minutes. However, this event

the voltage was still recorded manually.

At 2134 on the evening of the 5th, approximately 8 1/2

hours after increasing the applied current, Cell TWO

exhibited a step change in differential temperature above

its new steady state delta T. Figure 6 shows graphically

the rise in temperatures for both cells ONE and TWO and the

spontaneous increase in differential temperature in Cell

TWO. The increase corresponds to a 21% change, and it

remained at this elevated level for nine hours and thirty

seven minutes. During this time, the temperature

difference between the cell interior and the constant

temperature water bath rose from approximately 37 °C to

44.6 °C. It is important to note that Cell ONE remained at

a very steady value throughout this entire time period,

indicating that the increase in power output could not be

due to changes in the power supply since both cells were

operated from a single power supply.
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At 0708 on 9/06/1989, the cells were elevated in

preparation for the typical daily inspection and water

addition. As the cells were being raised, Cell ONE's

Parafilm seal "popped", prompting the experimenter to

reposition the cells back into the bath. No water addition

was made at this time, and no immediately obvious change

was observed as a result of the pressure surge. However,

when the temperature data was analyzed later, it was

observed that the perturbation of the experimental system

had changed the conditions existing within Cell TWO.

After the cell was placed back in the bath, Cell TWO

experienced a dip in temperature, dropping to its previous

steady state temperature difference of approximately 370C.

At this time it was noted that no damage had occurred to

any part of the experimental arrangement; the extent of the

"pop" was to allow electrolyzed gases from cell ONE to vent

to atmosphere rather than to the Recombination Cell. At

1222, 15.4 ml of D20 was added to Cell ONE. The fill of

the cells this time was accomplished without elevating the

cells. At 1225, 10.0 ml D20 was added to Cell TWO. Also

at this time, the tygon tubing from the cells was aligned

so that Cell ONE was vented to the atmosphere and Cell TWO

was vented to the Recombination Cell. At 1236, the level

in the bath was raised approximately one inch to compensate

for evaporative losses and the cells were repositioned

without elevating them from the bath.
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It is important to note at this point that following a

make-up D20 addition to either cell at this current

density, the reduced vapor space coupled with the

turbulence within the cell caused bubbles to form on the

lower surface of the upper Teflon stopper. Capillary

effects allowed fluid from the cell to be transported out

the vent path tubing to the Recombination Cell. Several

methods were employed to keep this from happening, the most

successful being to loosen slightly the Ultra-Torr

connector surrounding the 2 mm glass tube through which the

platinum anode enters the cell. This reduced the pressure

slightly within the cell without allowing fluid release,

thereby lowering the differential pressure between the cell

and the Recombination Cell. This almost immediately

reduced the fluid transport to zero. This effect was noted

only when the vapor space was reduced to less than 1-1.5

cm. The logic behind keeping this area small was to

minimize the number of cell water additions, yet maintain

cell fluid level above the top of the palladium rod to

prevent outgassing of the deuterium from the top of the

rod.

When the heavy water was added to Cell TWO, its

differential temperature dropped immediately to 33 °C.

Following these normal daily events, a nearly linear

increase in temperature, above the steady state value,

occurred. Over the next 20 hours the temperature continued
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its linear climb, peaking at the same temperature reached

on 9/05/89. The power input did not change significantly

during this entire time period. The neutron count rates

were observed to be identical to the background count rate

within normal statistical fluctuations and tritium samples

were taken using the fresh D20 as background (clean D20).

All samples taken were found to contain amounts of tritium

which were less than the lower limit of detection (4.03 x

10-6 uCi/m1).

IV.1.3 Temperature Event Number Three

This section documents the sequence of events

surrounding the increase in temperature exhibited by Cell

TWO on October 31, 1989. A graphical representation of

this event is given in Figure 7.

Between the events of September 5th to 7th and

September 15th, very little changed, although the two

operating cells were varied in current density in an effort

to recreate the temperature excursions. On September 18th,

both cells exhibited an unexplained build-up in pressure

and a separation of the stopper from the bottle stopped the

electrolysis in both cells about an hour apart. No

indication of an increase in temperature or neutrons was

observed. It is believed that the buildup of excess D2 and

02 gases (at a rate in excess of the venting capability of

the tygon tubing exiting the center Ultra-Torr connectors)
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was ignited by the platinum wire in the vapor space of the

cells.

On Thursday, 10/19/89, four cells were assembled and

the Recombination Cell was modified to accept vent gases

from all four cells. The software controlling the Keithley

monitoring system was modified to allow sampling of the two

thermocouples in each of the four cells as well as the two

thermocouples within the bath. Additionally, the system

was improved to monitor voltages at the same time the

temperature was sampled.

This allowed for a more exact documentation of input

power with the power supply in a constant current

configuration.

The four cells were energized at low current density

(0.20 A) on Friday, 10/20/89 at 0749. This corresponds to

current densities of 16 mA/cm2 for Cells ONE, TWO, and

THREE, and 35 mA/cm2 for Cell FOUR. The difference in

current density for cell FOUR was due to its surface area

being based on a 45 mm rod length rather than the 100 mm of

the other three rods. At this time, based on the advice of

Dr. R. Peterson, the designer of the catalytic

Recombination Cell, the current supplying the Recombination

Cell was increased to 19 A. This device used a completely

separate power supply from that used to power the cells.

The goal here was to increase the temperature within the
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catalyst chamber to speed the recombination of excess gases

and minimize pressure buildup in the vapor space of the

cells. The optimum operating temperature was now

determined to be 145°C-150°C.

On Saturday, 10/21/89, power was lost to the lab and

power to the cells was off for approximately 20 hours. At

1034, all four cells were re-energized at 0.40 A. On

Monday, 10/22/89 Cell THREE's palladium wire parted from

the rod because the spot weld was not as good as initially

observed upon construction. At this time, cell THREE was

de-energized to allow repair; all other cells remained in

operation at the previous current density. During

reconstruction of the cell it was noted that the rod had

grown physically in the radial dimension and a pronounced

bend was observed in the rod. Cells ONE and TWO had also

exhibited this phenomena after about two weeks of

electrolysis. This growth was probably due to the

hydriding of the palladium matrix, and the bending observed

in the rod may have resulted from the non-uniform

electrical fields produced by the anode windings. This

could cause a non-uniform deuterium loading of the

palladium rod. At 1704, Cell THREE reconstruction was

completed and it was placed back into the bath in its

previous position. Cell THREE was then re-energized at

0.20 A.
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On Wednesday, 10/25/89, the current supplied to all

four cells was increased to 0.4 A. At 1623, current was

increased again to 0.8 A. On Thursday, 10/26/89, the

following cell make-up D20 additions were made to the

cells: Cell ONE - 12.0 ml (1222); Cell TWO - 7.6 ml

(1224); Cell THREE - 12.0 ml (1227); Cell FOUR - 12.0 ml

(1229). It is important to note that all cell heavy water

make-up additions were being made without elevating the

cells out of the bath.

On Friday, 10/27/89, the following additions were made

to the cells: Cells ONE, TWO, and THREE - 8.0 ml (1552);

Cell FOUR - 10.0 ml (1554). On Saturday, 10/28/89, 7.4,

7.2, 9.2, and 9.2 ml were added to Cells ONE, TWO, THREE,

and FOUR respectively. On Sunday, 10/29/89, 9.4, 9.0, 7.8,

and 4.2 ml were added as above. Since Parafilm seals were

not used during these runs, most of the electrolyzed gases

escaped around the upper Teflon stoppers in each cell.

This caused the reclamation of D20 in the Recombination

Cell to drop off significantly. This decision was made to

preclude any further pressure events which would stop the

electrolysis. Note: The most recent runs have used the

Parafilm seal on all cells since a separate hole had been

drilled to allow inclusion of a constant level makeup

addition system (hospital IV arrangement). This hole also

acts as a small vent and essentially provides enough

pressure relief when coupled with the normal path to allow
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the sealing of the cells. It also provides a means to

increase the reclamation of the electrolyzed gases via the

Recombination Cell.

On Monday, 10/30/89, Cells ONE and FOUR were de-

energized to allow an increase in current to Cells TWO and

THREE. The limitations of the power supply arrangement

were that only two cells at any one time could be energized

in excess of 0.8 A. Eventually another module was added to

allow independent control of all cell power inputs up to

1.6 A: 128 mA/cm2 for Cells ONE, TWO, and THREE; 283

mA/cm2 for Cell FOUR. At 1659, the current to Cells TWO

and THREE was increased to 1.6 A. At 1705, 6.8 ml of heavy

water was added to Cell TWO, and at 1706, 10.0 ml was added

to Cell THREE.

At 0256 on Tuesday, 10/31/89, Cell TWO differential

temperature began to rise approximately ten hours after the

input current density to cells TWO and THREE had been

increased. Cell TWO's temperature difference was observed

to increase rapidly to 41.6°C (a 12.5% increase), and

remained at this level until the system was perturbed

during a D20 addition. During this same time period, Cell

THREE was observed to rise following the current increase

to the predicted delta T. Cell TWO had done this as well,

but once again, had exhibited a step change to a new

temperature level above the maximum expected delta T

assuming 100% recombination within the cell volume. At
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0745, 10/31/89, visual analysis of the cell revealed that

the entire internal cell hardware (glass rods, Teflon

stoppers, and everything in between) was elevated as if a

pressure event had occurred, but not of such a magnitude to

cause separation of the palladium rod from its wire.

A decision was made to add D20 to Cell TWO despite the

possibility that by doing so, the event might end. This

was based upon the knowledge that with the internals

elevated following the pressure surge, the top of the

palladium rod was now very close to becoming uncovered as

electrolyte was lost from the cell due to normal

electrolysis. When 10.0 ml was added to the Cell, the

thermal shock caused the palladium wire and rod to part,

stopping the electrolysis. Tritium analysis was performed

immediately following this event and again showed no

statistically detectable tritium above background. Also,

the neutron count rate did not vary from background at any

time during this event. Table 4 summarizes all of the

tritium analysis performed in accordance with OSU Radiation

Center Procedures throughout the experimental

investigations.[5]

Immediately following the interruption in electrolysis

of Cell TWO, the power leads were de-energized at the power

supply. As a result of the need to de-energize Cell THREE
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temporarily to effect "lead switching" to allow operation

of Cells ONE and THREE, Cell THREE was turned off for

approximately 3 minutes. When Cell THREE was re-energized

to its previous current level of 1.6 A, a loud pop was

heard and a flash observed within. Apparently, during the

time that power was secured to Cell THREE, enough deuterium

gas escaped from the palladium rod to create a burnable

concentration of deuterium and oxygen gases in the vapor

space of the cell. The hot platinum wire provided the heat

necessary to ignite the mixture and caused the palladium

rod and wire to part, terminating electrolysis in that cell

as well. At that point, all power to the cells was de-

energized to effect repairs to both cells TWO and THREE.

Cell FOUR had been de-energized and was unaffected by the

events described above.

IV.1.4 Temperature Event Number Four

This section chronicles the events prior to, during,

and after Cell TWO differential temperature rose for the

third time on November 8th through 11th. Figure 8

graphically documents the temperature fluctuations during

this event.

On Friday, 11/03/89, Cells THREE and FOUR were

energized at 0.8 A while Cells ONE and FOUR were energized

at 0.75 A due to a limitation of the power supplies. At

1343, the power supplies were altered so that
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Fig. 8. Measured temperature excursion occurring during November 8-11, 1989 in CellTWO. Neutron count rate during this time period is shown at bottom.
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Cells ONE and TWO could be operated at high power. Even

though a new module had been obtained to allow independent

operation of all four cells, the "bin" which housed the

Tektronix module has only one High Power compartment. This

necessitated prioritizing cell operation at high power to

Cells ONE and TWO until another "bin" could be located.

Once normal electrolysis had been observed, all cells

were lowered into the bath to their "benchmarked"

positions. On Saturday, 11/04/89, the following cell

makeup D20 additions were made: 18.0 ml to Cell ONE; 10.0

ml to Cells TWO, THREE, and FOUR. On Sunday, 11/05/89, no

makeup heavy water additions were made.

On Monday, 11/06/89 at 1056, heavy water was added to

the cells as follows: 12.0 ml to Cells ONE, TWO, and FOUR;

9.6 ml to Cell THREE. At 1716, all cells were de-energized

to shift power supplies because a second "bin" had been

located and the laboratory was rearranged to accommodate

it. At 1718, all cells were re-energized at 0.8 A and at

1721, Cells ONE, TWO, and THREE were increased in current

to 1.6 A. Although Cell FOUR was also raised, its power

supply would not remain in constant current mode, therefore

indicating that there were problems within that cell which

were as yet unidentified.

On Tuesday, 11/07/89, addition of heavy water was made

to all cells and Cell ONE received 10.2 ml, Cells TWO and
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THREE got 9.8 ml, and Cell FOUR received 10.0 ml. At 1019,

current to Cell FOUR was increased to 1.6 A and this time,

the cell maintained the current. On Tuesday, 11/07/89, the

current was lowered to all cells based on the assumption

that a rise in differential temperature should have been

observed within 8-10 hours of the current increase to 1.6

A. The cells were lowered to 0.8 A. On Wednesday,

11/08/89, a NaI detector was added to the laboratory setup

to give a gross indication of neutron capture reactions

within the bath. The detector was situated within a

conical lead shield to minimize the effects of background

radiation. The face of the detector was positioned

directly against the side of the cooler at a height

corresponding with the center of the glass cells.

At 1320, cell makeup D20 additions were made as

follows: Cell ONE 10.0 ml; Cells TWO and THREE 16.6

ml; and Cell FOUR -14.0 ml. At 1327, the current to Cells

THREE and FOUR were increased to 1.6 A, and the current to

Cells ONE and TWO were increased to 1.6 A at 1328.

On Thursday, 11/09/89, at 1208, the decision was made

to allow all cells to continue at "high power" despite the

indication that no cell was exhibiting the previously

understood characteristics of elevated cell temperature,

namely a step change approximately 9-11 hours after the

increase in current. At this time, 17.8 ml D20 was added

to Cell ONE. At 1211, 10.2 ml was added to Cell TWO; and
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7.8 ml was added to Cell THREE two minutes later. Finally,

at 1214, Cell FOUR received 10.0 ml of makeup D20.

On Friday, 11/09/89, at 0903, Cell TWO began an

increase in temperature difference from 38.3 °C to 44 °C, and

was continuing to increase until 1428 when D20 was added to

re-cover the top of the palladium rod. During the course

of this event, the top of the palladium rod became exposed

to the vapor space. No change in differential temperature

or voltage was observed due to this exposure. The

differential temperature began its rise to the new

equilibrium while the rod was still covered and remained at

its elevated level following exposure.

At 1423, 17.0 ml of D20 was added to Cell ONE, TWO,

and THREE and at 1428, 12.0 ml was added to Cell TWO. At

this time Cell TWO differential temperature dropped to

38.2 °C. Unlike previous temperature excursions, Cell TWO

differential temperature then began to rise again at 1841.

This time, it approached an equilibrium near a temperature

difference of 41°C. The temperature then increased again,

leveling off at 42.7 °C for approximately seven hours. At

0936 on 11/11/89, the temperature difference dipped

approximately one degree Celsius, then began to rise again,

leveling off at 44.6 °C. Throughout this time period, no

changes were made to the experiment. At 1638, heavy water

was added to Cell TWO, causing the temperature difference

to drop to approximately 38 °C, where it remained.
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IV.1.5 Temperature Event Number Five

At the same period of time that Cell TWO began its

initial rise, Cell THREE also began to exhibit an increase

in differential temperature. It increased from a steady

state temperature difference of 32.3 °C at 1208 on 11/10 to

37°C and was beginning to approach equilibrium when heavy

water was added to the cell, stopping the temperature rise

and subsequently causing the temperature difference to

return to about 38°C. The time history of this event is

shown in Figure 9. No evidence of an increase in the

neutron count rate above background was observed at any

time during the event. In addition, tritium analysis

results found all samples to be less than the lower limit

of detection (see Table 4). During events four and five,

it was found that Cell TWO's peak temperature difference

was 16.8% above its steady state value, and Cell THREE had

increased to 14.6% above its equilibrium temperature

difference, and was still rising before it was disrupted by

the addition of D20. It is interesting to note that when

makeup D20 was added to all cells, Cells TWO and THREE

dipped back to equilibrium temperature, but this time Cell

TWO rebounded and elevated in differential temperature

following the addition.

IV.1.6 Temperature Event Number Six
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Date

Table 4.

Location

Summary of

GROSS
dpm

Tritium Summary

BKGND NET
dpm dm

NET
uCi /ml

Nov. 1,89 Clean D20 92.97 92.97 92.97 4.03E-06
Cell ONE 105.00 <LLD <LLD
Cell TWO 95.88 <LLD <LLD
Cell THREE 90.16 <LLD <LLD
Cell FOUR 101.40 <LLD <LLD
Bath H2O 65.60 <LLD <LLD

Nov. 15,89 Clean D20 87.20 87.20 87.20 3.90E-06
Cell ONE 100.30 <LLD <LLD
Cell TWO 94.51 <LLD <LLD
Cell THREE 94.53 <LLD <LLD
Cell FOUR 101.90 <LLD <LLD
Bath H2O 58.29 <LLD <LLD

Dec. 18,89 Clean D20 93.71 93.71 93.71 4.14E-06
Cell ONE 113.20 19.49 4.39E-06
Cell TWO 101.40 <LLD <LLD
Cell THREE 103.00 <LLD <LLD
Cell FOUR 104.00 <LLD <LLD
Bath H2O 61.63 <LLD <LLD

Jan. 09,90 Clean D20 94.65 94.65 94.65 4.15E-06
Cell ONE 114.78 20.13 4.53E-06
Cell FOUR 104.23 <LLD <LLD
Bath H2O 64.00 <LLD <LLD

Mar. 20,90 Clean D20 88.05 88.05 88.05 4.08E-06
Cell ONE 101.64 <LLD <LLD
Cell THREE 91.76 <LLD <LLD
Cell FOUR 102.41 <LLD <LLD
Recomb.Cell 93.28 <LLD <LLD
Bath H2O 67.26 <LLD <LLD

Apr. 03,90 Clean D20 84.07 84.07 84.07 4.04E-06
Cell ONE 93.67 <LLD <LLD
Cell THREE 96.91 <LLD <LLD
Cell FOUR 96.58 <LLD <LLD
Rec.Cell #1 83.33 <LLD <LLD
Rec.Cell #2 99.54 <LLD <LLD

May 01,90 Clean D20 77.35 77.35 77.35 3.54E-06
Cell FOUR 81.80 <LLD <LLD

LLD-Lower Limit Of Detection (95% of Background is used as
the threshold)
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The following section documents the sequence of events

surrounding the elevation of Cell TWO differential

temperature on the morning of December 12, 1989. The

graphical representation of this event is shown in Figure

10.

On Sunpay, 12/03/89, at 1312, Cells ONE, TWO, and FOUR

were energized at 0.8 A. Cell THREE was also energized,

but its palladium wire parted from the rod when current

reached it. This type of problem occurred intermittently

on all cells, mostly because of the dissimilarities between

the diameter of the rod and that of the wire. The spot

welding equipment used was set for approximately 30-35

Watt-seconds to weld the wire to the rod, and any lower or

higher power was not effective. Nevertheless, if the

surfaces were not prepared adequately, the weld was weak

and this was not visually obvious, only upon energization

of the cell, would the fault become known.

Cell THREE was repaired and subsequently energized at

0.8 A two days later (12/05/89: 1624). For the seven day

period from the 3rd through the 10th, the cells remained at

0.8 A. Typical cell refills occurred daily and ranged from

7-10.0 ml per cell. On the 10th at 1325, all cells were

increased in current to 1.6 A. This corresponded to a

current density of 127 mA/cm2 for Cells ONE, TWO, and

THREE, and 282.7 mA/cm2 for Cell FOUR.
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On Tuesday, 12/12/1989, at 0941, it was noted that the

top of Cell TWO's palladium rod had become exposed with no

increase in cell temperature. At 0942, 12.0 ml of D20 was

added to Cell ONE. At 0944, the glass rod surrounding the

platinum wire for Cell TWO was raised slightly to allow a

portion of the wire to become exposed over a normal day of

electrolysis. The purpose of this was to investigate the

possibility of the platinum wire causing catalytic

recombination within the cell, adding heat and raising its

differential temperature as reported in references 12 and

13. At 0946, 12.0 ml of D20 was added to Cell TWO and the

platinum wire was completely submerged or enclosed within

its glass tube. No additions were necessary for Cells

THREE and FOUR. Cells THREE and FOUR were then allowed to

decrease in level beyond normal daily additions to

investigate the effects on cell differential temperature.

At 0535 on Wednesday, 12/13/89, Cell TWO's

differential temperature began to increase and reached an

equilibrium temperature approximately three and a half

hours later. Its differential temperature elevated from

34.9 °C to 41.1 °C, a 17.8% increase. The cell continued at

this temperature difference until 1628, when 16.4 ml of

makeup heavy water was added. The length of the event

encompassed ten hours and 52 minutes. The cell

differential temperature dropped to 31.2 °C, roughly 3.7°

below its initial temperature differential. This was the
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first time that any of the cells exhibiting "excess heat"

had not returned to its pre-event level. The graphical

representation of this event appears to indicate that the

possibility of an energy storage event can not be ruled

out. A review of neutron data indicated no evidence of

neutron production above background.

IV.1.7 Temperature Event Number Seven

On April 3rd, 1990, Cell FOUR exhibited the type of

step increase in temperature previously observed in each of

the other three cells. Due to the fact that this event

occurred shortly before this thesis was to be presented,

the specifics are of a brief nature. This temperature

excursion constituted the longest single heat output

production of any of the four cells throughout the

experimental runs to date. The following paragraphs

document the sequence of events.

On Monday, 3/5/90, 1.0 gram of LiODD20 was added to

the electrolyte volume of cells ONE, THREE, and FOUR (each

of the cell's volumes had been removed from the glassware

and filtered to remove impurities). In addition, Cell

ONE's palladium rod and palladium wire were rinsed in an

"aqua-rega" mixture to cleanse the surface area of the

cathode. This rinse was also performed on the palladium

wire for cell THREE. The rod was not cleansed at this time
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due to the relatively short time period that it had been

subjected to electrolysis.

Deposits had been observed to be breaking free from

the platinum anodes in all cells prior to shutdown. These

deposits on the cell bottoms were primarily black in color

and most prevalent in the cells which had been operated for

the longest periods of time at high current density. This

appeared to be an indication of precipitation of the

impurities within the system. The Materials Analysis

section describes the results of the analyses performed on

the filtered deposits from the cells.

Measurements of pH were taken following the filtering

of cell volumes and after electrolyte addition. The cell

pH's were as follows:

After Filtering After addition

Cell ONE 12.60 12.55

Cell TWO 12.50 N/A

Cell THREE 12.80 12.55

Cell FOUR 12.14 12.58

Pure H2O 8.38 N/A

DI H2O 8.02 N/A

Tap H2O 7.10 N/A

At 1741 on Tuesday, 3/06/90, Cells ONE, THREE, and

FOUR were energized at 0.4 A. At this time it was noted
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that cell voltages sensed by the monitoring system were

"normal"; i.e., they were closer to what had been observed

early in the experiments. This was probably a function of

the electrolyte composition in the system. During this

experimental run, the Parafilm seals were once again

utilized at the upper Teflon stopper, similar to initial

experimental runs. The reason that the seal had been used

again was that the method of cell make-up water addition

had been changed, allowing an additional vent path.

Although small, it was postulated that no pressure build-up

event would occur and therefore stop the electrolysis

process. Reclamation of the excess gases of D2 and 02 was

immediately observed far above that seen with no parafilm

seals around the upper stoppers of the cells.

The three cells were operated for approximately three

weeks at varying currents ranging from 0.4 to 1.6 A, with

no indications of excess heat, neutron production, gammma

rays via secondary reactions, or tritium production.

On Tuesday, 3/20/90, all three cells were de-energized

to allow the unloading of hydrogen from each of the

palladium cathodes. The intent of this action was to

return to some type of reference point, then restart the

electrolysis process. On Thursday, 3/22/90, Cells ONE,

THREE, and FOUR were energized at 0.8 A. Normal cell make-

up D20 additions were made daily until on Monday, 3/26/90,
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when the cell currents for Cells ONE and THREE were raised

to 1.60 A, and for Cell FOUR to 1.50 A.

On Tuesday, Cell FOUR was raised to 1.60 A. On

Wednesday, 3/28/90, at 1601, Cell THREE suffered a

"pressure event" with no indication of an increase in

differential temperature. Electrolyis was terminated in

the cell and it was removed from the bath.

At 1614, 30 ml and 24 ml of heavy water was added to

Cells FOUR and ONE respectively, and the bath level was

raised approximately one quarter inch. Normal daily

additions were made to the cells and bath over the next few

days, and on Friday, the 30th of March at 1543, Cell FOUR's

current was lowered to 1.50 A because the power supply had

shifted to constant voltage mode, thus indicating the power

supply had reached its limit of 15 volts while attempting

to maintain 1.60 A.

Both cells continued to operate at high current (ONE

1.6 A; FOUR 1.50 A) for the next two days. On Monday,

4/2/90, two LiF badge type thermoluminescent detectors were

placed at each end of the bath to provide additional

neutron detection capability. At 1516, Cell FOUR current

was increased to 1.55 A, then lowered to 1.40 A on the

following morning, 4/3/90, at 0823. At 1055, 15.0 ml was

added to Cell FOUR, and 20.0 ml was added to Cell ONE. The

current for Cell FOUR was again lowered to 1.35 A, due to
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the inability of the power supply to maintain the higher

current.

The resistance in the cell was increasing steadily,

necessitating lowering the current to maintain it constant.

At 1237 on the 3rd, Cell FOUR exhibited a stepwise increase

in delta T from 17.70C to 29.5°C (a 66% increase), and

remained at this elevated delta T until on the 5th of April

at 0945, when the cell current was increased to 1.55 A. It

is important to note that at 1522 on the 4th, 16.0 ml of

D20 had been added to Cell FOUR, and its temperature had

remained elevated. This marked the first time that a make-

up heavy water addition had not terminated an excess

temperature event.

When the current was increased on the 5th, the

temperature increased to a new elevated temperature and the

temperature continued to remain above the level considered

"normal" for Cell FOUR. Previously, a current of 1.6 A

produced a differential temperature within Cell FOUR of 22-

24°C. The new elevated temperature was 37 -38 °C at 1.55 A,

an increase of 50% over previous data at this current

density.

Over the course of the next 13 days, cell make-up

additions and decreases in current were performed. The

current increases were accomplished in 0.5 Amp increments

and was done to maintain the cell's power supply in the
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constant current mode, until at 1724 on April 18th, when

the cell differential temperature exhibited a step decrease

in temperature to that previously recorded for the applied

current. In specific, Cell FOUR dropped to approximately

13.5 °C differential temperature at an applied current of

0.9 A.

Cell FOUR (as well as Cell THREE) have not had

calibration runs conducted on them as yet, but runs similar

to those conducted on Cells ONE and TWO are planned

immediately, to better document what may be the most

significant temperature increase thus far. During the

course of this event, which lasted for 15 days, 4 hours,

and 47 minutes, the cell level was allowed to drop over two

day periods before D20 addition to investigate the effects

of this variable in the system, with no changes being

noted.

Tritium analysis, neutron production, and gamma ray

detection systems revealed no observable increases

corresponding to the exhibited excess heat.

IV.2 Neutron Event

A possible observation of increased neutrons above

background was believed to have occurred during the time

period 12/31/89 to 1/02/90. Figure 11 and Table 5 document

the time history of the neutron count level and the

differential temperatures of all four cells.
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Fig. 11. Measured neutron anomaly occurring between Dec 31, 1989 and January 02, 1990.Temperature profiles for each of the cells are also shown.
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Table 5. Annotations for Figure 11

December 31, 1989

1. 1219 Cell FOUR energized at 0.8 Amps, all other cells

had been operating at 0.8 Amps since 12/29 at 1245.

January 02, 1990

2. 1051 Cell FOUR de-energized to check the effect on

abnormal neutron count level. Cells 1/2 were

increased to 1.6 Amps, while Cell 3 raised to 1.4.

3. 2230 Cell THREE raised to 1.60 Amps.

4. 2235 Cell FOUR re-energized at 1.6 Amps.
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On Friday, 12/29/89, at 1245, all four cells were

energized after a shutdown period to change hardware as the

Leading Edge computer used for the interface with the

Keithley temp/voltage monitoring system had developed disk

drive problems. On Saturday, 12/30, it was noted that Cell

FOUR's power supply had shifted into constant voltage mode.

It was surmised that this was due to the excess deposits

which had now built up on the platinum anode.

On Sunday, 12/31/89, Cell FOUR was removed from the

bath and reconstructed (the platinum wire was stripped of

its deposits and a visual inspection was conducted on the

palladium rod). The rod had developed significant

longitudinal cracking, but the palladium wire had not

separated from the rod. Cell FOUR was then reconstructed.

The other three cells remained operating at 0.8 A with no

break in applied current throughout the day that Cell FOUR

had been shutdown.

At 1219, Cell FOUR was re-energized at 0.80 A.

Voltage was noted at 10.44 volts and increasing slowly.

Over the course of the next two days, it was determined

that neutron count level had increased inexplicably, to

approximately 1.5 2 times that routinely observed

throughout the experimental runs. At 1051 on Tuesday, the

2nd of January, 1990, Cell FOUR was de-energized to check
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its effect on the neutron count level and the neutron count

rate was observed to return to the normal background level.

Cell FOUR's power supply drew its power from the same

"bin" that powered Cell THREE, and it was believed that

there may have been an electrical problem with that bin

which could have somehow carried over into the neutron

signal path. At 2046 on the same day, Cell FOUR was re-

energized at 1.25 A to see if the neutron anomaly would

return, but it did not. Cycling of the power supply for

Cell THREE also did not cause any fluctuations in the

neutron count level and as a result of the analysis of the

combined temperature and neutron levels (Figure 11), it was

determined that there may have been an exhibition of

neutrons from Cell FOUR. Tritium analysis following this

event was slightly above background, but inconclusive (see

Table 4).

The neutron detection system as arranged in the

laboratory was designed to provide a gross indication of

increases in neutron count level. Californium-252 and

Americium-Beryllium sources have been used to verify system

response on several occassions, the most recent being on

Thursday, January 4th, 1990, following this event when the

system responded accurately. It is important to note at

this point however, that the arrangement has on several

occasions exhibited gross errors in neutron counting. In

each case that neutron spikes were observed to exceed the
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background, the system would become saturated and begin to

"rollover". The FORTRAN program utilized was limited to

65,536 counts during any one minute and if an overflow were

to occur, it would begin to count from 0. In only one case

of increased counts, did the system not become saturated,

and that occurred during the time period from 12/31/89 to

1/02/90. Each time that the system has "failed" since

then, it has done so in an obviously gross manner. It may

therefore be conjectured that the increase above background

exhibited by Cell FOUR on these dates might have been due

to legitimate neutron producing reactions. Any conclusions

in this area however, are by no means warranted. Only with

a greatly improved neutron detection system, proven

reliability, and a secondary neutron measuring system, can

this type of result be reported as verifiable evidence of a

neutron producing reaction.

IV.3 Materials Analyses

This section documents the results of all analyses

conducted to date on the materials used in the experimental

cells.

On April, 6th, 1990, Dr. R. Walker at the OSU

Radiation Center performed neutron activation analyses on

the D20 and LiOD used in the cell volume and electrolyte

respectively. The filtered remains from each of the four

cells were collected and samples of each of the above
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integral parts of the "cold fusion" cells were subjected to

Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA). The following elements

and compounds were looked for specifically: (1) Copper;

(2) Vanadium; (3) TiO2; (4) MnO; (5) Na2O; (6) A1203; (7)

CaO; and (8) Dy. Gamma Ray peaks were observed above the

background for Copper from the LiOD sample, and A1203 in

Cells ONE, THREE, and FOUR. These results led to the

conclusion that several impurities in the D20 were being

plated out in the cells. This probably explains the build

up of the black residue which eventually cracked and fell

to the cell bottom in all of the cells. The analysis in

full is presented in Appendix G.[35]

The remaining samples are currently undergoing long

term NAA to better determine the component make-up of the

cell internals.

Cell TWO's palladium rod and the unused palladium rod

underwent analysis conducted by Advanced Nuclear Fuels

Corporation in early March 1990.[36} As a result of their

analysis, they believe the markings exhibited by the unused

rod indicated that the rods were manufactured using an

extrusion process. A scanning electron microscope (SEM)

was used for imaging and elemental analysis by x-ray

fluorescence. Copper and silicon were found to have been

deposited on the surface of the palladium rod which had

undergone electrolysis. The copper probably came from the

LiOD used as the electrolyte. XRF spectra also showed a
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ruthenium peak but was uncorroborated by a second peak at

19 KeV and remains unresolved at this time.

The electrolyzed palladium rod showed a FCC crystal

structure similar to that of the unused rod but had a

larger lattice parameter (4.040 Angstroms versus 3.890

Angstroms). ANFC's conjecture is that the rod has been

loaded beyond the stoichiometric composition for palladium

hydride (4.020 Angstroms).[361 Also important is another

possibility that both hydrogen and lithium may be present

in the interstitial sites. This would support the

suppositions of F. Dalard, et. al. at the Laboratoire

d'Energetique Electrochimique in Cedex, France.[37]

The surface of the used electrode (black in

appearance) was found to be slightly harder than the unused

one, 117 DPH versus 106 DPH. One cm of each rod was cut

from the rods for SIMS analysis at BNW, but the results are

not yet available. Finally, it is believed that the whole

cross section of the rod has been hardened via formation of

the hydride. The analyses conducted in part is also

included as part of Appendix G.
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Chapter V

Discussion

Even though several events of increased temperature

difference have been observed, no significant evidence of

increased tritium concentrations has been observed. As an

example, for the event on August 13, 1989, 16.0 "apparent

Watt-hours of excess energy" was released, which is

equivalent to 57,600 J of energy or 3.6 x 1017 MeV. The

calculation of the apparent energy output is performed by

determining the amount of increase in the measured

temperature difference over a period of time and using the

cell calibrations, Figures 2 and 3, to determine the

corresponding amount of additional heat input required to

achieve this temperature rise. Dr. J. Reyes has developed

a lumped parameter model which can eventually be used to

better predict cell differential temperature. A diagram of

the cell parameters is shown in Figure 12 (Appendix H).[39]

Assuming an average of 3.65 MeV per D-D fusion

reaction and a 50% branching ratio, then 4.9 x 1016 tritium

atoms should have been generated during this event if the

energy were due to the well understood D-D fusion

reactions.

Since 2.06 x 1019 tritium atoms corresponds to an

activity level of 1 curie, 2.39 mCi of tritium should be

present in Cell ONE under this assumption. In a volume of
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240 ml, the concentration should be 9.96 uCi/m1 if all of

the tritium was retained within the cell. The calculated

values of tritium concentration are at least six orders of

magnitude more than that observed in the cell, which was

less than the lower limit of detection (LLD) of 3.78 x 10-6

uCi/ml.

The events occurring during September 5-7, 1989

produced 33.62 apparent Watt-hours of additional energy

output. This corresponds to 1.2 x 105 J, or 7.55 x 1017

MeV. The expected number of tritium atoms generated from

such an energy output is 1.04 x 1017 atoms. This would

correspond to a concentration of 20.9 uCi /ml if all of the

tritium is retained. Once again, the expected amount of

tritium is more than six orders of magnitude greater than

the measured LLD concentration of 3.21 x 10-6 uCi/ml. The

third event on October 31, 1989 produced 13.1 apparent

Watt-hours of heat during the temperature excursion. This

corresponds to 8.3 uCi/ml, which was compared to the

measured value of 4.03 x 10-6 uCi/m1 as the LLD. The

fourth event produced 58.86 apparent Watt-hours of heat

during the temperature excursion. This corresponds to 36.6

uCi/ml. Again, this concentration greatly exceeds the

measured concentration of tritium in the cell. The fifth

event documents Cell THREE's elevation in temperature

difference, which produced 8.1 apparent Watt-hours of heat.
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This corresponds to a 5.0 uCi /ml tritium concentration

which was well above that measured.

Event six, which occurred on December 13, 1989,

involved the production of 23.7 apparent Watt-hours of

heat, far above the input power supplied to Cell TWO. This

would correspond to 14.78 uCi/ml. Sample results indicated

no cells exhibited tritium content above the LLD.

The last and most recent temperature event, number

seven, occurred from April 3rd through the 18th, a total

time period of 15 days, 4 hours, and 27 minutes. Due to

the fact that a calibration run has not yet been conducted

on Cell FOUR, the relative amounts of excess heat are an

estimated quantity, based on previously obtained data over

the 5 months of operational runs that Cell FOUR has

accumulated.

Using a conservative integration method and reducing

the apparent excess power over the 15 day period by a

factor of 2, 2238.7 apparent Watt-hours of excess heat was

generated. This should correspond to 8.07 x 106 J. Using

3.65 MeV/fusion event, 1.38 x 1019 reactions should have

occurred were traditional D-D fusion in progress. This

should produce 6.9 x 1018 T atoms. Therefore, the expected

level within the cell would be 1395 uCi/ml. This is a

significant value since once again, no evidence of tritium

above LLD was detected using the previously mentioned
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analysis. All of the above results are in disagreement

with the results of references [1] and [18].

The possibility exists that all of the tritium

generated from D-D fusion reactions during these events

escapes the cell in gaseous form without any entering the

Recombination Cell. In this case, the tritium would not

register in the cell tritium samples. However, during the

first three events and the last one, each of the cells was

sealed with a Parafilm seal. The only vent path was to the

Recombination Cell. If the tritium generated during these

events was escaping from the cells, it would have been

collected in the Recombination Cell. This was not

observed, however, since the level of tritium in the

collected liquid in the Recombination Cell was below the

LLD following all four of these events. In events four,

five, six, and seven, the cells were not sealed to the

Recombination Cell, and no Recombination Cell liquid was

collected or monitored.

Reference [13] addresses the possibility that

catalytic recombination of the electrolyzed gasses may be

the cause of the observed difference in temperature between

the background media and the experimental cell in the work

of Pons and Fleischmann. Although in-depth analysis has

not been done regarding this possibility, it is believed

that catalytic recombination cannot be the explanation for

the rise in differential temperature since the maximum
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exothermic reaction would not add enough heat to account

for the temperature events. This statement is in agreement

with reference [12]. The expected temperature difference

for both complete recombination within the cell, and for

zero in-cell recombination, are accounted for in Figures 6

through 10 with the upper and lower expected temperature

difference curves. The expected temperature difference is

plotted against measured data where the information has

been analyzed. All data collected after the system was

configured for four-cell operation include the sampling of

each individual cell voltage at 2-minute intervals. Both

the complete in-cell recombination and the zero in-cell

recombination predicted temperature differences, based upon

the measured power input to the cells and the calibration

curves (Figures 2 and 3), are shown in the figures.

Contrary to reference [38], an extremely accurate

calibration, using precision resistor heat inputs, for

Cells ONE and TWO, were conducted with calibrations planned

in the future for Cells THREE and FOUR. The results to

date for Cells ONE and TWO therefore, have yielded very

accurate upper and lower bounds for the expected

temperature difference. As a result, all possible external

effects are included in the calorimetry of the system. The

temperature difference in each event exceeded the maximum

expected temperature difference assuming 100% recombination

within the cell. However, the availability of the attached

vent path makes complete recombination unlikely. The
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direct cell voltage measurements and the constant current

power supply provide an absolute value of input power to

the cells.

It has been postulated that some type of chemical

reaction may be accounting for the periods of excess heat

as stored energy within the palladium rod. After

conducting a survey of all possible reactions within the

experimental cell, it was found that the following two

produced the largest amounts of exothermic energy:

2 Li + 02 ---> Li202 (-580 kJ/mole) (1)

2 Li + 1/2 02 ---> Li2O (-560 kJ/mole) (2)

Assuming 1.1 grams of LiODD20 was added to each cell

to achieve the 0.1 Molar concentration desired in a 240 ml

solution, and all Lithium and Oxygen react to form the

products shown, the following calculations apply:

1.1 grams LiOD

25 g/mole LiOD

= .044 moles LiOD

(.044 moles)(7 g Li/25 g LiOD) = .01232 moles lithium

(.044 moles)(16 g 0/25 g LiOD) = .02816 moles oxygen

The limiting reactant is the lithium since it requires 2

moles per each mole of oxygen to form Li202, and 2 moles of

lithium per 1/2 mole of oxygen to form Li2O. Therefore the
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maximum number of moles which could be formed of Li202

would be (.01232/2) = .00616 moles. This corresponds to

3.71 x 1021 molecules of Li202.

Since reaction (1) liberates -580 kJ/mole and reaction

(2) produces -560 kJ/mole, 2.218 x 1022 eV and 2.14 x 1022

eV of energy would be the maximum possible energies which

could be output from a chemical reaction phenomena, should

all of the lithium react. This would be 3553.7 and 3428.7

Joules for the two reactions respectively.

Each of the palladium rods have been precisely weighed

and an average of 12.5 grams/rod is assumed here. The heat

of formation of palladium is 38.7 cal /g °C at the melting

point of 1552 °C. Therefore, at the melting point, 12.5 g x

(38.7 cal /g °C) = 483.75 calories would be required to cause

the rod to melt. To raise the rod from 0 °C to 1552 °C

(conservative since the cells are at room temperature,

approximately 22 °C), a specific heat of .058 cal /g °C is

used:

.058 cal /g °C x 12.5 g Pd x 1552 °C = 1125.2 calories

Adding the two energies together requires that 1608.95

calories be added to the system to melt the rod. This

would be 6732 Joules.

During event number One alone, 57,600 Joules of energy

was released. This is an order of magnitude above the
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amount of energy that could have been added via chemical

means. In addition, if this amount of energy was held

within the rod, it should have melted. The last event

released 8.07 MJ.

During the seven temperature events and one possible

neutron event presented here, significant numbers of

neutrons would have been generated if the traditional D-D

fusion events had occurred. Since approximately the same

number of neutrons should be produced as tritium atoms,

then the second event occurring during September 5-7, 1989

would have produced approximately 1.0 x 1017 D-D fusion

neutrons (using an analysis similar to that used to

determine apparent excess heat). Over the approximately 33

hours of the event, an average neutron emission rate of 8.4

x 1011 neutron/s would have resulted. For a neutron

detector efficiency of a few percent (roughly measured with

an Am-Be neutron source and a conservative efficiency of

one percent assumed) an average neutron count rate on the

order of 1010 cps would be expected, as compared to the

observed background of 0.2 to 0.4 cps. Such a great

discrepancy shows that no significant amounts of detectable

neutrons are being emitted from the palladium rod. The

neutron detector system used in these experiments is not

sensitive enough however, to detect additional neutrons

generated at the rate of those measured by Jones, et

al.[21]
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Chapter VI

Summary and Conclusions

To date, more than 32 weeks of experimental runs have

been conducted investigating the effects of electrolyzing

heavy water using palladium cathodes and platinum anodes.

Seven significant excess heat generation events have

occurred, the cause of which remains unexplained. No

evidence of the traditional D-D fusion products (tritium,

neutrons, gamma rays) have been found despite a rigorous

effort to ensure that all products have been adequately

monitored. Increases in differential temperature between

the bath and the cells have been observed above that

measured during calibration tests with identical known heat

inputs. It is concluded here that the phenomena observed

cannot be due to the traditional D-D fusion reactions,

since no evidence of the significant reaction products have

been observed at any time during or following the

measurements of "excess heat" excursions similar to those

reported by Pons and Fleischmann. [1] All indications from

these experiments are that, while the production of excess

heat has been documented, no traditional D-D reaction

products significantly above background have been measured.

The dilution of the cells electrolyte may be an

important clue to the determination of what has caused the

episodes of excess heat generation. The last event in
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particular occurred when the concentration within the cell

was rapidly deminishing, requiring an almost daily decrease

in applied current to the cell to maintain the cell's power

supply in a constant current mode. The speculation that a

heavy metal like palladium may exhibit abnormal tendencies

to adsorb impurities after a period of forced hydriding

seems to be born out in the experiments to date. The

disappearance of LiOD within the cell over time may

indicate that the palladium matrix has been stressed to the

point that it can allow Lithium molecules to occupy the

interstitial sites.

Whether or not this fact is significant will most

likely be the subject of continued research.
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APPENDIX A
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APPENDIX A

Daily Lab Routine

As you enter the lab, you will see the Sodium-Iodide

detector and Gamma-Ray detection system. The system is such

that you must reset it every day. The way you do that is to use

the menu at the bottom. You type "Alt-0" and then "Alt-9" which

lets you quit the program. You then press "Y" to confirm that,

hit Return and it will come to a standard starting point where

it will have you verify the date and the time. You will next

press Return twice to get past that hurdle, then press the

return button three more times to get you to the appropriate

point in the software selection loaded on the hard drive. This

will run the program that you need.

At that point, the computer will prompt you to "Enter

Project Name". Type in "Neutron", and press return; it will

execute a macro, and you must press Return again to get it

running. You will have to do this procedure every day. There

are critical presets on this application however, which you must

update every three weeks or so. Press the "F10" key to move the

cursor over so that you can observe the Gamma-Ray spectrum

easier. The next thing you must do is locate the neutron

detection and temperature/voltage detection systems and the

Leading Edge computer which controls them. The Keithley

monitoring system is just above the computer which interfaces

with the Keithley.

Using the keyboard, break into the program by pressing the
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spacebar. The next time that the system samples temp/volt,

you'll see the computer come up in GW Basic, and a system prompt

will appear. To get back to the system (shell), type "system",

press Return, and it should come up in the Norton Commander

application. The Norton Commander helps you accomplish file

management.

On the left side should be the "C" root directory and the

subdirectory soft500, which contains all of the software for the

Keithley; on the right side you'll see the contents of the "a"

drive, and there will be a file for each cell currently in

operation. Right now, only two of the cells are being used.

Press the spacebar to break into the program. Once the system

says "OK", type "system", then take the floppy from the Leading

Edge over to the Epson "data manipulation computer". This

computer is not tied to any system. Turn it on. This computer

is used exclusively for data manipulation. I use it to run the

macros and manipulate the raw data files. This way I can come

up with graphical data of the temperature of the cells and daily

neutron graphs.

Once it's started up, the Epson will leave you at the "C"

prompt. Type in "nc", which is the Norton Commander executable

command. This will bring up the same management file system

here as is on the Leading Edge for temperature and voltage;

you'll see the subdirectory "COLDF". That's the one you want.

Highlight it using the arrow keys, then press Return; then come

down to "COLD4A". At "COLD4A", push return and you'll enter

another subdirectory where the lab data exists. You then press
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the "tab". That takes you over to the right side. At that point

type "a:" and push the return key and you'll see the data that

you need on the "a" drive. Next, to select the files to be

copied over onto the "C" drive, you push insert (which selects

the appropriate files). It will underline the files you have

selected. Next press "F5" (on Norton Commander all the commands

are on the bottom of the screen and it will use the Function

keys to manipulate files). If you push "F5", it's going to

prompt you with the "Copy To" files, indicating it will copy

across to the "c" drive. If you agree with that, push "Return";

if not, push "Escape". It will then copy those two files onto

"C:\COLDF\COLD4A". Once it's finished copying, return that

floppy to service in the temp/volt computer(as long as there is

still room left on it). Keep in mind that there's about 35k per

daily file, so once you get four cells running, one disk will

last you just two days. When you have put it back in the "a:"

drive of the Leading Edge computer which interfaces with the

Keithley, push the "tab" key to get you back over onto the "c"

drive. Then type in "soft500". Press "return" and the soft500

system will start up and bring you into gwbasic again.

Once you get to the gwbasic prompt, press "F3". A "load"

and quotation marks will be printed to the screen. Type in

"cells4.500". Cells4 is just a name that I gave it to take into

account that four cells were running on this version of

software. Press "Return" and the prompt will appear. Then

press "F2", which is the "run" key for gwbasic. The program

will then start and it will prompt you for a file name to use
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for Cell One. Type "a:t", the date, today's date is 4-12, so

"412-1". For Cell Two, use the same format, "a:t", the date,

today's date is 412-2 for Cell Two. Continue that for the four

cells. If you were to break into the program for some reason

and you needed to restart the program on the same day, then you

type t412a-1 and then write down on a little yellow sticky pad

near the computer what the most recent file in use is. That

way, if you have to break into it, you can look at this visual

clue to determine what the next number should be, or number and

letter if it's on the same day.

After you've typed all four of those in, just press

"Return", and the computer will ask if everything is correct.

If it's not, it will take you back to the start and you can redo

the "front matter". Then you rename the files, as if you made

a mistake there. If it's fine, you just press "Y" and the

program starts. Every two minutes it will sample data, and the

data will be written onto the disk.

The next step, if you had filled the disk, is that you need

to take the full disk, place a write protect tab on it (from the

boxes of supplies that are over on the right hand side of the

lab), and then place a label on the disk. Write on the label

which files are resident on this disk. Then this floppy disk

must be stored with the archives (file boxes over near the

frisker on a table). Each one of the archive file boxes is

labelled with what it is, such as "Four Cell Temperature/Voltage

(beginning 4/4/90)". Once you fill a box you need to prepare a

new one. There is a separate box for neutron files and for
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temperature/voltage measurement data.

Next you need to process the daily neutron data, so we'll

break out of the program over on that computer. This computer

uses a Fortran program, so just pressing the spacebar won't stop

it. You must press "control-break" and then once it reaches the

appropriate spot in the program where it can stop, it will break

out. You can differentiate between the two computers because

the Leading Edge computer that's being used for neutron data has

two floppy drives, no hard drive. In the "a:" drive which is

the top of the two floppy drives, resides the software for the

program, "neutron detection", "ND". The bottom drive is used

for data storage. That's the one you'll be working with for

taking archive floppies in and out. Once the program breaks

out, it's going to issue a prompt. You then type "b:" and

Return. This will bring you on to the "b" drive. Then type

"dir" (for directory) to see what volume you have left on this

disk. On this day, for instance, there are four files, two for

each of the two days 4/10 and 4/11/90 and 266k of disk space is

currently free. Usually, you can get about eight or nine days

of neutron data on one floppy. The program samples at 60 second

intervals. Once you've determined the capacity of your floppy,

bring it over to the Epson computer and put it in the "a" drive.

Next, initiate the Norton Commander program if it's not already

up. Press "tab" twice, then type "dir" and that should take you

over to "c" drive and back to the "a" drive. The program will

then realize that you have a new disk in the floppy drive and it

will display the correct files for the new floppy in the "a"
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drive. We've already put "day410" onto the hard drive

yesterday, so today's data (which actually started yesterday) is

day 411.001 and 411.002. Select these files by pressing the

"insert" key and the arrow keys. Push the "F5" button and the

program asks you if you want to copy two files over to the

drive. Press "Return" because you do, and it will copy them

over.

Once that's done, provided there is enough room on the

floppy, put it back into the "b" drive on the neutron monitoring

computer and type "a:" to get back onto the "a" drive prompt.

Type "nd", which will then start the software to run the neutron

detection program.

It will then prompt you at this point for the "time between

consecutive counts in seconds". Use "60" as your count rate. In

other words, it will count for one minute and then give you a

screen count for that minute. It will next prompt you for a

data file name. I've been using the convention: "day" and then

whatever day it is. Today it's 4/12 so use "day412" and press

return. The program will print "counting will start after the

next input, enter output drive as a single letter". Just type

"B" and press "Return". This will start the program. Next, you

write down the time on your little yellow sticky pad along with

the file name so you'll also have that visual indication of

which file is currently being written on. Another point that I

would follow up on as part of the data you retain, would be to

write down the bath temperature from the temp/volt screen into

the lab book. Currently the bath is at 23.02° C. I also write
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down the air temp from the thermometer (which is above the

bath), currently at 26° C. The reason I write those down is

that both of those values are needed in the model that Dr. Reyes

developed for modeling this system via a lumped parameter

analysis.

The power supplies for the cells are on the right hand side

of the two Tektronix bins. The reason they must be in the far

right hand slot is that those slots are the high powered

compartments of the Tektronix. If you took a power supply

module and put it in either one of the other two possible slots,

it would only allow you up to .75 amps. That's why you have to

have two Tektronix bins. On the lower bin on the left side

there is a digital volt meter which can be hooked up to any cell

because the maximum voltage range that the Keithley can monitor

is up to ten volts (there may be times where this voltage is

exceeded temporarily). Once it rises beyond that, you will have

no indication of cell voltage; currently Cell Four is just above

ten volts. I've been logging the voltage reading and using that

data as my voltage data on a daily basis until it falls below 10

volts.

When you want to change the current levels on the power

supplies, use the instruction manual to the right of the table.

It displays the exact sequence for entering changes or voltage

changes. The power supply for the Recombination Cell is also on

the right of this table and it is typically operated at nineteen

amps. I have no idea what the voltage is because the voltage

meter is not working. I call the power supply "Big Bertha"
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because it weighs about 100 pounds. There are very large

capacitors inside this power supply. In any event, the current

should stay at nineteen amps. This controls the temperature

inside the recombination cell which is located inside the hood.

You should maintain temperature within the cell at 150° C, and

not anymore than that, because you'll blow it up (which is why

it's under the hood).

On the power supplies, there is an "output" button with a

small red LED inside it. This is the "on" and "off" switch.

It's like a basic on/off switch, but it doesn't look like it

because it's really small. That is, however, how you control

the output to the cells. You can control each of the power

supplies separately if you want to, and that's done by pushing

the "supply select button" first, then either the "negative" or

"positive" button (whichever power supply you want to vary).

The selected power supply will then be highlighted, and the

numbers will get darker. A blinking LED can then be seen which

indicates that you are not in "constant voltage" mode, but

actually in constant current mode, yet it will still indicate

the voltage. Next if you push "supply collect", "positive", and

"current", and key in "1.15" amps, for example, and you'll then

see that on the amps indication, the LED is shining steadily.

This means that the power supply is in constant current mode,

and the actual current will be displayed. If you push "voltage"

you'll see 15.0 volts, which is the high point of the range it

has been selected to operate within (0-15v). You will then see

a flashing LED next to the "volts" light. This tells you that
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the power supply is not in the constant voltage mode and in

fact, the digital multimeter (as it's hooked up) shows that Cell

FOUR is currently operating at 10.35 volts. As long as the

digital voltage meter is available, you have something to

monitor voltages above 10v. As long as the power supply is in

constant current mode, you can make accurate assumptions about

input power to the cell. Therefore, you can predict what the

differential temperature should be via data manipulation macros.

If you want to stop the electrolysis, push the "clear" button

(which is on the lower right hand side of the mini keyboard).

Push, in sequence, "supply select", "negative", "voltage", and

then 0.00. Press "Return" and "clear" and you will be in a

steady state condition.

An alternate means would be to press the on/off switch, but

this will de-energize all cells connected to the two sets of

power supply connections. One of several nice features on the

Tektronix is using the "increment" push button. If you want to

toggle up or down one increment on a power supply (changing

either the current or voltage on the power supply), it is easily

achieved. For example, from 1.15 amps, pressing the increment

up button once will bring the current up to 1.20 amps. The

current has increased 0.05 amps. If you increased current up to

1.2 amps and the Cell could not hold that current, you can bring

it back down by pushing the "increment down" arrow. It will

then be right back where it was. Next, push the "clear" button

and a steady state condition will be reached.

Moving over to the other side of the lab we have the
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measurement scales and all the apparatus for construction of the

cells, and a micro balance which can be used for measuring out

the Li0D-D20 electrolyte. Also over here, is the Keithley

Monitoring System documentation, which will tell you how to use

the system. All of the literature involving cold fusion

research is here, as well as Dr. Binney's neutron detection

system log book. The cold fusion papers may be in or out of the

lab, but if they are out of the lab Dr. Klein should have them.

Moving over to the neutron hardware (for measuring the neutron

counts), there's really nothing that you need to do here on a

daily basis, except making sure everything looks normal. There

isn't much to doing that. Make sure that the high voltage power

supply shows 2800 volts and that the whole box is turned on, and

you're set.

The next daily procedure is the filling of the cells. The

applied electrical current level will dictate how often you have

to refill them. To refill Cell One, lift the hood up, being

careful not to move the Recombination Cell around, and check

that the temperature is at 150° C. It may look like it's at 50°

C but that's because the thermometer is not marked well. You

operate the "Big Bertha" power supply to maintain the

Recombination Cell at 150° C. The loop that you see as part of

the Recombination Cell has to have heavy water in it. You

should be able to see the water level. This provides the water

seal that prevents any gases transiting from the cells into the

Recombination Cell from escaping to the atmosphere. It also

provides you a gross vent path if a cell decides to blow up, or
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if you have some kind of a pressure event in the system (It will

just blow the water in the seal out the tube and relieve the

pressure). Inside the Recombination Cell at the bottom, there

is a valve. Make sure it is shut, because that's the one that

you'll cycle to drain the extract. Inside the Recombination

Cell is a platinum electrode which catalyzes/recombines the

oxygen and deuterium gases. Also underneath the hood are the

bottles of make-up D20. You need to pour, I'd say, about 20

milliliters out into a small beaker. Then quickly close the top

of the bottle because the D20 is extremely hydroscopic (it will

exchange the hydrogen out of the air for the Deuterium in the

D20). Even when you are not doing anything with the D20 in the

beaker, try to cover it somehow.

Using the 35 millimeter syringe, draw 35 milliliters of D20

in preparation for refill of the cells. Next, using the largest

gauge needle (because it will have less restrictionto flow) add

to the four cells as necessary, noting on the syringe side the

amount of make-up D20 added. You will need to remove the IV

needle prior to the fill. Put the syringe and needle down

through the IV needle hole of the upper teflon piece and then

carefully, pushing down on the top of the syringe, add water

while watching the level in the cell. There is a red mark on

the side and you then raise the level to just above that red

mark. Next, carefully remove the needle, attempting not to

dislodge the power supply leads. Replace the "constant level"

IV needle into the hole at the top of the stopper. That reseals

that cell from leakage through the upper teflon piece of the
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upper stopper.

Log the time and the volume added to each cell in the lab

book. Finally bring the hood back down to the point where it

was previously, so it doesn't bind the tygon tubing from all the

cell's vent paths. Turn the hood light off.

The next thing you must to do is check the level of the

bath cooler. On the side of the cooler, right next to where the

thermometer is positioned, is a red mark. Maintain the level of

the bath at the top of that red mark. If you need to refill it,

use the sink just to your right as you are looking towards the

entrance of the lab. There is a tygon tubing arrangement from a

DI water source for your use. The supply valve is spring

operated. Purge the line by allowing several seconds of flow to

clean it out. Then take it over to the bath. Using the lead

weight near the valve, you can hold the spring loaded valve in

the "open" position which will allow you to raise the level

without holding the valve. About once every other day, you'll

have to raise it maybe a quarter of an inch. Keep it as close

to constant as possible, because it becomes very important for

heat transfer considerations.
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APPENDIX B

Keithley Monitoring System Program



10
20
30

CELLS2.500

PROGRAM NAME: CELLTEMP USING AIM7.500

97

40 ' Clear the screen and set width for 80 columns
50 '

60 CLS:WIDTH 80
70 EUF%=11: CHD%=0: CH0%=0: CH1%=0: CH2%=0: CH3%=0: NUM=0
80 STAT%=0: DEGA=0: DEGB=0: DEGC=0: DEGD=0: DEGH=0: DEGI=0
90 ACC%=16: SL%=3: J=I=0
91 PRINT "The following program was developed for
continuous monitoring of"
92 PRINT "the COLD FUSION EXPERIMENT cell and bath
(control) thermocouples."
93 PRINT
130 PRINT
140 LET CH0%=0:CH1%=1:CH2%=2:CH3%=3:CH4%=4:CH5%=5
145 INPUT"What filename do you wish to use for cell ONE; be
sure to include drive";N$
147 INPUT"What filename do you wish to use for cell TWO; be
sure to include drive";M$
150 OPEN "0",#1,N$
155 OPEN "0",#2,M$
160 PRINT#1," TIME ";" BATH1 ";" CELL1 HIGH ";" CELL1 LOW
";" BATH2 ";" DELTA T1 "
165 PRINT#2," TIME ";" BATH1 ";" CELL2 HIGH ";" CELL2 LOW
";" BATH2 ";" DELTA T2
170 PRINT:LOCATE 13,20,1:PRINT "IS EVERYTHING CORRECT
(Y/N) ";

180 I$ =INKEY$: IF 1$-"Y" OR 1$="y" THEN 220
190 IF 1$="N" OR I$="n" THEN 60
200 GOTO 180
210 PRINT"This program will run for 72 hours unless a
keyboard input stops it"
220 SCREEN 0:LOCATE 21,12,0:PRINT"YOU ARE NOW ACCUMULATING
1 MINUTE SAMPLES.."
230 CALL INIT
240 CALL PAUSE'(3,"SEC")
245 CLS
250 PRINT " TIME";" BATHavg";" CELLlavg";"
CELL2avg";" DELTA Ti";" DELTA T2"
260 CALL IONAME'("coldjunc",3,32,16,10)
270 CALL IONAME1("BATH1",3,010%,16,10)
280 CALL IONAME1("CELLHI",3,CH1%,16,10)
290 CALL IONAME'("CELLLO",3,CH2%,16,10)
300 CALL IONAME'("BATH2",3,CH3%,16,10)
310 CALL IONAME'("CELL2HI",3,CH4%,16,10)
315 CALL IONAME1("CELL2L0",3,CH5%,16,10)
320 FOR J=1 TO 4320
330 CALL
ANIN1("CELLTEMPA",1.,"coldjunc,BATH1,CELLHI,CELLLO,BATH2,CE
LL2HI,CELL2L0",1,"TASK1")
370 CALL INTON'(1,"SEC")
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371 CALL STATUS'("TASK1",STAT%)
373 IF STATE <> 0 THEN 371
375 CALL INTOFF
377 '

380 CALL ARGETVAL'("CELLTEMP%",1.,"BATH1",DEGA,EUF%)
390 CALL ARGETVAL'("CELLTEMP%",1.,"CELLHI",DEGB,EUF%)
400 CALL ARGETVAL'("CELLTEMP%",1.,"CELLLO",DEGC,EUF%)
410 CALL ARGETVAL'(" CELLTEMP%",1.,"BATH2",DEGD,EUF%)
411 CALL ARGETVAL'("CELLTEMP%",1.,"CELL2HI",DEGH,EUF%)
412 CALL ARGETVAL'("CELLTEMP%",1.,"CELL2L0n,DEGI,EUF%)
415 LET DEGE=(DEGB+DEGC)/2
416 LET DEGF=(DEGA+DEGD)/2
418 LET DEGG=DEGE-DEGF
419 LET DEGJrn(DEGH+DEGI)/2
420 LET DEGK=DEGJ-DEGF
421 PRINT" ";T1ME$;" ";DEGF;" ";DEGE;" ";DEGJ;"
";DEGG;" ";DEGK
423 PRINT#1,TIME$;
424 PRINT#1,USING" ##.## ";DEGA,DEGB,DEGC,DEGD,DEGG
426 PR1NT#2,TIME$;
428 PRINT#2,USING" ##.## ";DEGA,DEGH,DEGI,DEGD,DEGK
431 CALL PAUSE'(59,"SEC")
433 CALL ARDEL'("CELLTEMP%")
435 I$= INKEY$: IF I$ =" " THEN 545
437 NEXT J
440 PRINT "Press <SPACEBAR> to Change or Exit, <R> to
Repeat...";
450 I$= INKEY$
460 IF I$ =" " THEN 490
470 IF I$="R" OR I$="r" THEN 220
480 GOTO 450
490 CLS:LOCATE 12,16:PRINT"Rerun test with different
channel(s) (Y/N);
500 I$ =INKEY$: IF 1$="Y" OR 1$="y" THEN 560
510 IF I$="N" OR I$="n" THEN 530
520 GOTO 500
530 CLS: LOCATE 1,1:PRINT "SAMPLES COMPLETED. If you wish
to rerun this program"
540 PRINT"press <F2>. If you wish to return to DOS, type
SYSTEM."
545 CLOSE#1
547 CLOSE#2
550 END
560 CLS: GOTO 91
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10 PROGRAM NAME: CELLs4.500
20 ' REVISED 10/12/89
30 '

40 ' Clear the screen and set width for 80 columns
50 '

60 CLS:WIDTH 80
70 EUF15=11
80 STAT % =0: DEGA=0: DEGB=0: DEGC=0: DEGD=0:DEGE=0:DEGF=0:
DEGG=0: DEGH=0
90
DEGI=0:DEGJ=0:DEGK=0:DEGL=0:DEGM=0:DEGN=0:DEGO=0:DEGP=0:DEG
Q=0:DEGR=0:DEGS=0
100 VOLTA=0:VOLTB=0:VOLTC=0:VOLTD=0
110 J=I=0
120 PRINT "The following program was developed for
continuous monitoring of"
130 PRINT "the COLD FUSION EXPERIMENT cell and bath
(control) thermocouples."
140 PRINT
150 LET
CHOls=0:CH1%=1:CH2s1s=2:CH3%=3:CH435=4:CH5%=5:CH6%=6:CH7%=7:CH8
ii=8:CH9%=9
160 CH10%=10:CH11%=11:CH12%=12:CH1315=13
170 INPUT"What filename do you wish to use for cell ONE;
include drive";M$
180 INPUT"What filename do you wish to use for cell TWO;
include drive";N$
190 INPUT"What filename do you wish to use for cell THREE;
include drive ";O$
200 INPUT"What filename do you wish to use for cell FOUR;
include drive";P$
210 OPEN "0",#1,M$
220 OPEN "0",#2,N$
230 OPEN "0",#3,0$
240 OPEN "0",#4,P$
250 PRINT#1," TIME ";" BATH1 ";" CELL1HI";" CELL1L0";"
BATH2 ";" DELTAT1 ";"VOLTAGE"
260 PRINT#2," TIME ";" BATH' ";" CELL2HI";" CELL2L0";"
BATH2 ";" DELTAT2 ";"VOLTAGE"
270 PRINT#3," TIME ";" BATH1 ";" CELL3HI";" CELL3L0";"
BATH2 ";" DELTAT3 ";"VOLTAGE"
280 PRINT#4," TIME ";" BATH' ";" CELL4HI";" CELL4L0";"
BATH2 ";" DELTAT4 ";"VOLTAGE"
290 PRINT:LOCATE 13,20,1:PRINT "IS EVERYTHING CORRECT
(Y/N)";
300 I$ =INKEY$: IF I$="Y" OR 1$="y" THEN 330
310 IF I$="N" OR IS="n" THEN 60
320 GOTO 300
330 PRINT"This program will run for 72 hours unless the
spacebar is pressed"
340 SCREEN 0:LOCATE 21,12,0:PRINT"YOU ARE NOW ACCUMULATING
2 MINUTE SAMPLES.."
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350 CALL INIT
360 CALL PAUSE'(3,"SEC")
370 CLS
390 CALL IONAME'( "VOLT1",1,0,16,1)
400 CALL IONAME'("VOLT2",1,1,16,1)
410 CALL IONAME'( "VOLT3",1,2,16,1)
420 CALL IONAME1("VOLT4",1,4,16,1)
430 CALL IONAME'( "coldjunc",3,32,16,10)
440 CALL IONAME1("HATH1",3,CH0%,16,10)
450 CALL IONAME'("CELL1HI",3,CH1%,16,10)
460 CALL IONAME'("CELL1L0",3,CH2%,16,10)
470 CALL IONAME'("BATH2",3,CH3%,16,10)
480 CALL IONAME'( "CELL2HI",3,CH456,16,10)
490 CALL IONAME'("CELL2L0",3,CH5%,16,10)
500 CALL IONAME' ("CELL3HI",3,CH6%,16, 10)
510 CALL IONAME'("CELL3L0",3,CH7%,16,10)
520 CALL IONAME'("CELL4HI",3,CH8%,16,10)
530 CALL IONAME1("CELL4L0",3,CH9%,16,10)
540 FOR J=1 TO 4320
550 CALL
ANIN'("CELLTEMP%",1.,"coldjunc,BATH1,CELL1HI,CELL1LO,BATH2,
CELL2HI,CELL2LO,CELL3HI,CELL3LO,CELL4HI,CELL4LO,VOLT1,VOLT2
,VOLT3,VOLT4",1,"TASK1")
560 CALL INTON'(1,"SEC")
570 CALL STATUS'("TASK1",STAT%)
580 IF STAT% <> 0 THEN 570
590 CALL INTOFF
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
702
704
706
708
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
791
792
793

CALL ARGETVA1'("CELLTEMP%",1.,
CALL ARGETVAL'("CELLTEMP%",1.,
CALL ARGETVAL'("CELLTEMP%",1.,
CALL ARGETVAL'("CELLTEMPRO,1.,
CALL ARGETVAL'("CELLTEMP%",1.,
CALL ARGETVAL'("CELLTEMP%",1.,
CALL ARGETVAL'("CELLTEMP%",1.,
CALL ARGETVAL'("CELLTEMP%",1.,
CALL ARGETVAL'("CELLTEMP%",1.,
CALL ARGETVAL'("CELLTEMP%",1.,
CALL ARGETVAL'("CELLTEMP%",1.,
CALL ARGETVAL'("CELLTEMP%",1.,
CALL ARGETVAL'("CELLTEMP%",1.,
CALL ARGETVAL'("CELLTEMP%",1.,
LET DEGE=(DEGB+DEGC)/2
LET DEGF= (DEGA+DEGD) /2
LET DEGG=DEGE-DEGF
LET DEGJ=(DEGH+DEGI)/2
LET DEGK =DEGJ -DEGF
LET DEGP= (DEGL +DEGM) /2
LET DEGQ=DEGP-DEGF
LET DEGR=(DEGN+DEGO)/2
LET DEGS=DEGR-DEGF
DEGE=CELLlavg

' DEGF=BATHavg
DEGG=DELTA T1

"BATH1",DEGA,EUF%)
"CELL1HI",DEGB,EUF%)
"CELL1L0",DEGC,EUF%)
"BATH2",DEGD,EUF%)
"CELL2HI",DEGH,EUF%)
"CELL2L0",DEGI,EUF%)
"CELL3HI",DEGL,EUF%)
"CELL3L0",DEGM,EUF%)
"CELL4HI",DEGN,EUF%)
"CELL4L0",DEGO,EUF%)
"VOLT1" , VOLTA, 0)
"VOLTZ" , VOLTB, 0)
"VOLT3",VOLTC, 0)
"VOLT4" , VOLTD, 0)



794 ' DEGJ=CELL2avg
795 ' DEGK=DELTA T2
796 ' DEGP=CELL3avg
797 ' DEGQ=DELTA T3
798 ' DEGR=CELL4avg
799 ' DEGS=DELTA T4
800 PRINT" TIME";"
DELTA Ti";" VOLTAGE
802 PRINT" ";TIME$;"
";VOLTA
805 PRINT" TIME";"
DELTA T2";" VOLTAGE
806 PRINT" ";TIME$;"
";VOLTB
807 PRINT" TIME";"
DELTA T3";" VOLTAGE
808 PRINT" ";TIME$;"
";VOLTC
809 PRINT" TIME";"
DELTA T4";" VOLTAGE
810 PRINT" ";TIME$;"
";VOLTD
811 PRINT#1
820 PRINT#1
830 PRINT#2
840 PRINT#2
842 PRINT#3
844 PRINT#3
846 PRINT#4
848 PRINT#4
849 PRINT"
****************************************************ff
850 CALL PAUSE'(119,"SEC")
860 CALL ARDEL'("CELLTEMP%")
870 I$=INKEY$: IF I$ =" " THEN 1000
880 NEXT J
890 PRINT "Press <SPACEBAR> to Change or Exit, <R> to
Repeat...";
900 I$= INKEY$
910 IF I$ =" " THEN 940
920 IF 1$="R" OR 1$="r" THEN 340
930 GOTO 900
940 CLS:LOCATE 12,16:PRINT"Repeat sample run? (Y/N);
950 I$= INKEY$: IF 1$="Y" OR 1$="y" THEN 330
960 IF 1$="N" OR 1$="n" THEN 980
970 GOTO 950
980 CLS: LOCATE 1,1:PRINT "SAMPLES COMPLETED. If you wish
to rerun this program"
990 PRINT"press <F2>. If you wish to return to DOS, type
SYSTEM."
1000 CLOSE#1
1010 CLOSE#2
1020 CLS
1030 END

BATHavg";"

7;DEGF;"

BATHavg""
2"

";DEGF;"

BATHavg";"
3"

";DEGF;"

BATHavg";"
4"

1"

";DEGF;"

CELLlavg";"

";DEGE;" ";DEGG;"

CELL2avg";"

";DEGJ;" ";DEGK;"

CELL3avg";"

";DEGP;" ";DEGQ;"

CELL4avg";"

";DEGR;" ";DEGS;
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,TIME$;
,USING" ##.## ";DEGA,DEGB,DEGC,DEGD,DEGG,VOLTA
,TIMES;
,USING" ##.## ";DEGA,DEGH,DEGI,DEGD,DEGK,VOLTB
,TIMES;
,USING" ##.## ";DEGA,DEGL,DEGM,DEGD,DEGQ,VOLTC
,T1ME$;
,USING" ##.## ";DEGA,DEGN,DEGO,DEGD,DEGS,VOLTD
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APPENDIX C

Neutron Detection Program
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C File NDSHORT.FOR, a perpetual count rate meter using
the DACA board
C Adapted from ND.FOR written by Stephen E. Binney
(7/14/89)
C which was adapted from MCS.FOR written 5-18-87 by
Stephen E. Binney
C Last update of NDSHORT.FOR: 8-10-89

INTEGER*2 ADAPTER,DEVICE,CHANNEL,STATUS,SETUP,C
INTEGER*2 HR,MN,S,FS,HR1,MN1,S1,FS1,YR,MO,DY
INTEGER*4 MS,R
DOUBLE PRECISION DT
CHARACTER*14 DATAOUT,ANS
CHARACTER*8 FNAME
CHARACTER*3 EXT
CHARACTER*1 DRIVE
WRITE(*,22)

22 FORMAT(/' Detector input must be connected to port
COUNT IN ',

* 'on distribution panel'//)
MS=10
DEVICE=10
ADAPTER=0
CHANNEL=0
STATUS=0
NF=0
SETUP=0
MINUS1=-1

14 WRITE(*,16)
16 FORMAT(' Enter output data filename w/o drive or
extension: '\)

READ(*,1,ERR=14)FNAME
1 FORMAT(A8)

IL=LEN(FNAME)
DO 62 I=1,IL
IF(FNAME(I:I).EQ.':' .0R. FNAME(I:I).EQ.'.')G0 TO 14

62 CONTINUE
115 DRIVE='C'

WRITE(*,116)
116 FORMAT(' Enter output drive (as single letter): ' \)

READ(*,111,ERR=115)DRIVE
111 FORMAT(A1)

IF(DRIVE.NE.'A' .AND. DRIVE.NE.'B' .AND. DRIVE.NE.'C'
* AND DRIVE.NE.'a' AND DRIVE.NE.'b' .AND.

DRIVE.NE.'c')
* GO TO 115

15 N=0
NF=NF+1
CALL EXTN(NF,EXT)
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DATAOUT=DRIVE/P:WFNAME/P.'//EXT
OPEN(81,FILE=DATAOUT,STATUS='NEW')
CALL GETDAT(YR,MO,DY)
WRITE(81,32)MO,DY,YR

32 FORMAT(I3,'-',I2,'-',I4/' N',T6,'
Hr:Mn:Sc.xx',T19,'Cnts',T26,

* 'Cps'/)
WRITE(*,26)

26 FORMAT(' Enter RETURN when ready to begin counting')
READ(*,1)ANS

33 CALL GETTIM(HR,MN,S,FS)
CALL CSET(ADAPTER,DEVICE,CHANNEL,SETUP,MINUS1,STATUS)
IF(STATUS.NE.0)GO TO 300
CALL DELAY(ADAPTER,MS,STATUS)
IF(STATUS.NE.0)G0 TO 340
CALL GETTIM(HR1,MN1,S1,FS1)
CALL CINS(ADAPTER,DEVICE,CHANNEL,C,STATUS)
IF(STATUS.NE.0)GO TO 320
CC=65535-C
R=CC
IF(CC.LT.0.)R=CC+65536.
IF(R.LE.0)GO TO 33
DT=360000.*(HR1-HR)+6000.*(MN1-MN)+100
CPS=100*R/DT
WRITE(*,201)N,HR,MN,S,FS,R,CPS

201 FORMAT(I5,13,13,13,13,T19,14,F6.1)
WRITE(81,201)N,HR,MN,S,FS,R,CPS
N=N+1
IF(N.LE.9999)GO TO 33
CLOSE(81)
WRITE(*,150)DATAOUT

150 FORMAT(' File ',A14,' output completed')
GO TO 15

300 WRITE(*,100)STATUS
100 FORMAT(' Execution error

GO TO 400
320 WRITE(*,120)STATUS
120 FORMAT(' Execution error

GO TO 400
340 WRITE(*,140)STATUS
140 FORMAT(' Execution error
400 WRITE(*,121)
121 FORMAT(//' Type NDSHORT

STOP
END
SUBROUTINE EXTN(NF,EXT)
CHARACTER EXT*3,SET*10
SET='0123456789'
I100=NF/100
NFF=NF-I100*100
I10= NFF /10
I1=NFF-I10 *10

.*(S1-S)+FS1-FS

during CSET: Status = ',I6)

during CINS: Status = ',16)

during DELAY: Status = ,I6)

to restart program')

EXT=SET(I100+1:I100+1)//SET(I10+1:I10+1)//SET(I1+1:I1+1)
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RETURN
END

I10 =NFF /10
I1=NFF-I10 *10

EXT=SET(I100+1:1100+1)//SET(I10+1:110+1)//SET(I1+1:11+1)
RE
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APPENDIX D

Data Analysis Procedure
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APPENDIX D

DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

Once you have transferred the daily temperature and

neutron data files into the COLD4A Subdirectory on the Epson

computer, exit the Norton Commander by using a tab key to get

over onto the "c" drive, then press F10. It will prompt you

to determine if you really want to quit. Push "Y" for yes,

and it will exit the program. You'll then see the DOS prompt.

Change directories until you are in the root directory and

then type "cd Lotus". Push "Return" and you'll see the Lotus

prompt. Type "123" and press "Return". That will start up

Lotus 1-2-3. You'll then see the spreadsheet set up. At that

point, type "/" that brings up the Lotus menu. Type "F" for

file, "I" for Import, "N" for Numbers. Then it will present

you with the possibilities within the Lotus subdirectory.

Next, push the backspace key and then use the right arrow key

to find the proper subdirectory. Find the "COLDF"

subdirectory and push "Return". It will give you a choice of

subdirectories. Find COLD4A and press "Return". Then type in

the file that you want to manipulate. The first one that we

want to do today, for example, is T411-1.wkl. Type that in,

and press "Return". In the upper right you will see a "WAIT"

light flashing. That indicates that Lotus is importing the

files. As soon as the file is imported, do the following:

push the F5 key (that's the "go to" command), then type "P2"

and press "Return". This action will take the cursor over to
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cell P2. Then press "/", "F", "I", "T" for text and you'll

have a choice within the C:\Lotus directory. Using the arrow

keys, find MACRO1A. Macrola is the macro that we're going to

be using to manipulate some of the cell files. As soon as

you've highlighted that file by using the arrow keys press

"Return". That will import the macro into your file at cell

P2 and you'll see it print out on the screen. Now we need to

"name" this "range". In other words, we're setting it up to

run the macro. The macro is already there, we just have to

name it so that Lotus can recognize it and run it. Push "/",

which will brings up the menu, Range, which is "R" Name, "N",

Create, "C". The program will ask you to enter the file name.

Type "/A" then press return. It will prompt you to enter the

range. Since you are at the start of the macro, all you have

to do is press "Return" again and that tells Lotus where the

macro starts. Then, using your down arrow key, move to P14.

Once you get there, press F2. This will allow you to edit

that line. As you can see, {HOME }, {RIGHT TWO)1.6- appears.

The tilde (-) tells Lotus to execute the "return" key. The

1.6 is the default current assumed (and therefore what the

macro will use) -- you'll need to change this depending on

what current is being applied to the cell. I've left it in

the macro this way, but you can vary it by using a left arrow

key once and a backspace to delete or change it. For

instance, if you were actually at 0.8 Amps of applied current

to the cell, push the left arrow key once, then backspace

three times, and the 1.6 will be deleted. Then type in "0.8",
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and then press "Return". That edits one line only. This will

change the current level for this macro so that 0.8 amps is

used in the macro rather than 1.6. Then, the macro will

predict the temperature for the given current and a plot of

the predicted temperature versus actual power will be created.

Next, press the "Page Down" key. If you were to push F2

and you decided you didn't need to make any changes; press

return. The program will go back to where it was. You should

now be at the bottom of your macro. Use the up arrow key to

get to line 30. Push F2. As part of this line of the macro,

you'll see the date. To edit the date, move the cell pointer

to where the date is and then update it. Next, edit the

title line to reflect the appropriate date. For example, we

are currently using Cell One's calibration data for Cell Four.

Cell Two's calibration is used for Cell Three data

manipulation because those cells are similarly constructed.

When you manipulate files for Cells Three and Four, you

actually will be using the macro for Cells Two and One

respectively. In other words, if you are working with Cell

Three, you would use the Cell Two macro or "macro2A". If you

are working with Cell Four, you would use the macro for Cell

One, "macrolA". Move the cell pointer to where the macro

shows: "Cell One Delta T versus Time". Delete the "ONE" by

using the backspace three times and then type, using Caps Lock

On, "FOUR". F2 starts the edit process, remember.

Next push "Alt-A" and the macro will start. You can come

back in six to ten minutes and check the graph that will be
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created to make sure you've got the title right (Cell ONE or

Cell FOUR), whichever one you're working with, and that you've

got the date right (which is the second line in the title).

If you are happy with it, just press any key on the key board,

and then "s" for save; type "t411", or whatever the date is,

dash one, point pic (t411- l.pic) and a picture file will be

saved which you'll use in a separate portion of the Lotus 1 -2-

3 program to print the file. To print the graph, you must

exit the spreadsheet and enter the "Printgraph" program. Press

"/", F for file, S for save, and backspace to get to the root

directory. Then one right arrow (if you are using the Epson

computer in the cold fusion lab) will get you to the COLDF

subdirectory. Press return, then two left arrows (to get to

COLD4A). That will be the subdirectory under COLDF. You

should see all of the different worksheet files as choices.

They will have the suffix ".wkl". Find, by using the arrow

keys, T411- l.wkl. Once it's highlighted, press return.

Replace the file that's already there. The file currently

named T411-1.wk1 is just a raw data file, however, it has now

been manipulated. We must now replace it with the updated

version. Press "R" for replace, and it will then overwrite

the old file. An archive version provides the backup. Once

that's done, you can erase the worksheet currently on the

screen by pressing "/", "W", "E", then "Y". Next manipulate

the remaining temperature files in the same manner. When you

finish the temperature files, manipulate the neutron files as

specified below.
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Bring up the neutron files by typing "/", "F" for file,

for import, "N" for numbers, then press backspace once,

and right arrow once, to find "COLDF", To get to the proper

subdirectory, push two left arrows to arrive at "COLD4A".

Next, type in "day4ll.wkl ", for example (you should use the

day you are actually on). There are two files of data, namely

day411.001 and day411.002 to be worked on, and the "ND"

program will continue to count as many cycles as required

between program "breakouts". You should have about one and

1/2 files a day to manipulate. At this point, press return

and, once the file has been imported, press F5 for "go to".

For neutron file manipulation the J4 cell will be the macro

destination, (before, we used P2, but this time we use J4).

This is the best position to put the macro for this data.

Press return, and a "/" to bring up the menu, "F" for file,

"I" for import and "T" for text. That will display the

possible macros. Find the Neutron.prn file using the arrow

keys. Once you've highlighted it using the arrow keys, press

return. It will then import the macro to cell J4. Once

again, you will need to create range names. There are three

this time! The first one is at J4, so move the cursor to J4.

Then press "/", "R" for range, "N" for name, "C" for create,

"\X" (note this is a backsiant, not a regular slant), and then

return twice. Next, move down three lines using the down

arrow key so that you're at the next macro. Type "/", Range,

Name, Create, "\a", and then return twice. Then, come down

six cells to the next macro group. Press"/", Range, Name,
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Create, "\b" and return twice.

Now you have created three macros and named them. There

is only one change necessary for this macro set and it is on

the third macro. A space (line) between each macro group

separates them. Find the macros line which includes the title

and press F2 so that you will be able to edit the line with

the title, and you will see "Neutron Level versus Time". This

is where the changes will be made. The date will also be

there. To change the dates, find "April 5th to 6th" (for

example). Using the backspace (which works as a delete key),

change the dates to 11th and 12th. Then press return and you

can see if the edit has been accepted. When using the neutron

files, there are a couple of special things you must do.

Press the "home" key and it will take you up to Cell Al.

Using the arrow keys, move over to the "g" column, and you'll

see intermittent numbers vertically. That is a result of a

glitch in the Fortran program that Dr. Binney wrote. This is

the way the raw data has been printed to the floppy disk. The

first macro group will fix this problem. Once you're at "Gi ",

push "Alt-X" and the macro will change the appropriate cells

to correct the glitch in the data. It is important to note

that this macro will keep going forever (endless loop) unless

stopped. Once it reaches the end of the file (which will be

the 1000 minute line for the first file of that day), or to

the end of the file (if it's the second file of that given

day). You'll then start hearing a repeating buzz. The macro

has reached the end of that file. The only way you can
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break out of this macro at any time is to press Control and

Break simultaneously. The macro will then stop. The break

key on the IBM is also the scroll lock key. You should see an

error message in the upper right hand corner.

As soon as you see the error message, press Escape, and

then the Home key to move the cell pointer to cell Al. Then

start the second macro group by pressing "Alt-A". When the

second macro has finished, it will leave you at cell Cl. You

now have a file which needs to be modified to accommodate the

2400 to 0001 time change. We would like to have a nice

continuation of numbers along the x-axis so that it will go

from 1200 on one day to 1200 on the next day. Press F5 and

type in "A700" (you'll eventually get a feel for where to go

within the spreadsheet) and a return. You will see, for

example 22.5. Find the cell where it shows 24.0. Using the

page down or down arrow key, move through the spreadsheet to

22.9, 23.2 etc. At midnight, you will see 24.0. The next

time in the file will be 0.0. Position the cursor on the 0.0

cell. Press the right arrow key twice. You should then be

highlighting a cell with 24.0 in it (column C). Press "Alt-

B". That will start the third macro group. It will modify

the "a" column, so that a continuous time block from 10.0 on

one day to 36.0 on the next will be created (for example). It

will also create a graph. You will see printed on the screen

"Neutron Level versus Time".

Verify that the second line of the graph is appropriate

(i.e. the date is correct). Press any key to return to the
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spreadsheet, and then press "S" for save, and type

"day411.pic". Press return, and it will save that graph as a

picture file. In reality you shouldn't have done that

because you've only done one of the two files that show the

neutron data for the previous day. Therefore just delete that

portion about saving the picture file. (I left this in to

show you a typical pitfall). We can write over that file

later. Next, save the file in it's updated version. Instead

of having raw data for the first of the two files we now have

modified data in a Lotus spreadsheet.

Press "Q" for quit, then press "/", "F", "S", for File,

Save. Then press backspace once to get you to the root

directory. Press the right arrow once if you're on the Epson

in the lab, and then return. Find the COLD4A subdirectory,

(two backspaces on the computer in the lab). Then press

return. Find day411 and press return. You must "replace" it,

so press "R". Now we need to manipulate the second data file

for that day. We will eventually truncate the two files

together.

Clear the existing worksheet in preparation for

manipulating the second file. Press "/", Worksheet, Erase,

Yes; then "/", File, Import, Numbers. Press the backspace

once, and the right arrow once, to get to COLDF. Then find

the COLD4A subdirectory and type "day411a.wk1". Remember that

we renamed the raw files so that we could do the manipulation

once we were in the in the spreadsheet program. Press return

and it will import the rest of the data for that day.
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Once the file prints onto the screen, press F5, (the

"goto" command), and then J4. Import the Neutron.prn macro

into the second file, and then process it. Next, press "/"

F, I, T. Use the arrow keys to highlight the neutron macro.

Press return to load it. We then name it by typing "/",

Range, Name, Create, "\x", and return. Press return twice and

then the down arrow three times. Then type "/", Range, Name,

Create, "\a", and return twice. Move down five lines so that

you're on the third macro. Type "/", Range, Name, Create,

"\b" and return twice. Now press the Home key. Using the

arrow keys, move to cell Gl. Press "Alt-X" and it will

correct the vertical glitch in Dr. Binney's program. This

time, the file won't be as long (<1000 lines). If you are

manipulating files on a 24 hour basis, you will end up with a

file that's 1000 lines long and one that is somewhere around

200 to 300 lines long.

The macro will reach the end of the file and then it will

start buzzing. Use a Control Break to exit the macro. Once

you see the "error" signal in the upper right, press escape,

and then the Home key. That will take you to cell Al. Once

you get there, press "Alt-A" and this time around, since all

the numbers that are time related are going to be the next

days', you don't even have to move the cursor before starting

the third macro. Press "Alt-B". Trust me on this one. It

will take you all the way through the processing and create

the graph for the second file. As soon as that's done, exit

by pressing any key. Save the worksheet file. We are next
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going to take the file just processed and add it to the one we

had saved before.

You'll still be in the graph menu, so press Q for quit,

"1", File, Save and then backspace once and right arrow once.

You should see the COLDF subdirectory. Press return and it

will tell you that the file already exists. Remember we need

to update that raw file, so press R for replace. Now we want

to bring up the original file and truncate the two. Press

"/", Worksheet, Erase, Yes. Bring in the original file by

typing "/", File, Retrieve. Press the backspace once, right

arrow once, and return. Then use the arrow keys to highlight

the file you want. "day411.wkl" is the one that we need.

Then press return and Lotus will retrieve that file. This is

the one we originally manipulated (the first of the two

neutron files that we have worked with). Once it's on the

screen, you will probably see the cursor on Al. Press "end",

which is the "one" numerical key on the right side of the

keyboard, and then a down arrow. This takes you to the end of

that column, then press the down arrow key one more time. You

should see a blank cell.

We next combine the second file to this one. Press "/",

File, Combine, Add, Entire. You'll come up in a directory and

the program will ask which one you want to combine. Press

backspace once and right arrow once, to get you to COLDF then

backspace twice to get to COLD4A, and finally return. Next,

find day411a.wkl using the arrow keys and press return. The

two files will then be combined. Once they are, you should
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see a nice progression of time and neutron data. Next, press

G for graph and X for the x range. It will highlight the

current x range selected. We need to extend the "x" range and

the "a" range to the end of the new improved/combined file.

Press "end", and a down arrow once, then return. Then press

"a" to do the "a" range. Press End, Down, and return. Next

press "v" for view and the program will show you the updated

graph using all data. Once that's done, you will see the

completed graph on the screen. Press any key to exit and then

save the updated files. this will be your picture file, so

press "s" for save, and it will give you a selection. Find

Day411.pic. Highlight it, press return, and Replace it. If

your picture file for the appropriate day does not yet exist,

just type it in: "day412.pic", etc. Once that data file has

been saved, press "q" for quit. Now we want to update our

Lotus spreadsheet files. Pres"/", F, S and it will show you

that this files is day411.wkl. Save the updated file to

replace the old one. Press R for Replace. Then clear the

spreadsheet by typing "/", Worksheet, Erase, Yes.

Now you can exit the Lotus spreadsheet program and print

your graphs. If you are on a computer that is set up to

print, press "/", and Q to quit. It will ask you if you

really want to quit the "123" session. Press "y" for yes, and

it should give you a set of options. "Printgraph" is the

program you need, so press "p". It will then load the

Printgraph program and provide you with a menu. If you

haven't already got your hardware set up correctly, it won't
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find your Lotus picture files. Your picture file location

must be specified to the program. This is accomplished under

your hardware setup menus. Ensure your printer type and

printer setup are correct, then press I for Images. It will

then display all of the available picture files that are in

the directory currently chosen (via a path name). Press the

spacebar to select each one. You'll see a number sign to a

the left of the files that are selected. Once you've selected

the files that you want to print, press return and the "g" for

go. You've got to be sure that your printer is ready and the

program should successfully print all of your selected files.

Once your graphs are done and they appear correct, exit

Printgraph. Press "e" for exit. You will then be back at the

Lotus main menu.

Be sure to delete old files daily since you will have new

raw data daily. If you had to, you could recreate the

spreadsheets for any given day.

You need to get rid of old files, since each one of the

worksheet files is about 200k bytes. The raw data files are

somewhere around 35k bytes. On a daily basis, unless there is

an event going on, there is no reason to save those lengthy

worksheet files. Once you have printed them, delete them. Use

the Norton Commander to delete the old files. You are then

ready for the next day's work. When the graphs have been

completed, merely truncate them to the previous day's graphs

and you should be able to see trends over the entire period of

operation of each cell. By putting them together in this
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fashion, you can compare differences between the cell types

(i.e., cells 1/4 and 2/3).
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Ultra-Torr). Extend the lead about 1.5 cm beyond the top

of the glass tube on the top of the upper Teflon piece.

Next, carefully wind the platinum wire around the glass

rods, ensuring that the spacing is even and fairly tight,

since this tension will provide the cell center piece its

support.

When the length of the anode has been entirely wound,

use tweezers to wind the final bit of the wire around a

glass rod at the bottom of the cell (at the lower Teflon

piece). Next ensure the Ultra-Torr connectors are tight

enough to provide a good seal, but not enough to break the

glass tubes which they surround.

Pour the cell volute (D20 and electrolyte) into the

bottle and then very carefully lower the center piece into

the bottle until the upper Teflon piece rests on the bottle

neck. Place the bottle in lab "jaws" to allow Parafilm

sealing of the Teflon to bottle interface. The Parafilm

should be cut to about 18 inches by 1 1/4 inch to provide

the best seal without compromising visual verification of

cell volume level during operation. Connect the tygon

tubing to the center glass tube in the upper teflon piece

while allowing the palladium lead to slip through the

precut hole in the tygon. This provides venting of the

cell to the Recombination Cell while also allowing the

palladium lead to exit the vent path for connection to the

power supply.
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Loosen the fitting around the thermocouple tube and

carefully "rotate" it while pushing down to position it

within the cell (the bottom of the tube should be near the

bottom of the cell). Then take the entire bottle and place

it into the "jaws" designated for that cell within the

water bath. Secure it into position and then place the

thermocouple leads (High and Low) into the thermocouple

tube to their appropriate heights.

Next, seal all connections to the cell using silicon

seal and an applicator. Ensure some D20 has been placed in

the thermocouple tube to promote heat transfer for proper

monitoring of the cell temperature. Connect the power

leads, negative to the palladium wire, and positive to the

platinum wire. Finally, ensure the vent path is lined up

correctly to the Recombination Cell and that the IV needle

is placed into the last opening on the upper Teflon piece

and cell construction is complete.
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APPENDIX F

Tritium Analysis Procedure
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STANDARD WATER ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

1. Go to the Radiation Center
liquid waste holdup tank, put the valves

in the recirculate mode, start the pumps, and allow the liquid to
recirculate for at least30 minutes to mix the contents. If the holdup
tank is not involved, such as in environmental water sample analysis,
be sure the liquid source to be analyzed is well mixed.

2. After the source is mixed, collect a liquid sample of at least 1000
milliliters.

3. Using the filter apparatus designated for liquid sample analysis and
a single filter paper, filter enough of the well mixed liquid to get

a thin, even distribution on the filter paper of whatever sediment is
present in the sample. Keep track of the liquid volume filtered, and
avoid a thick sediment buildup on the filter paper. Dry the filter
under a heat lamp and keep it in a safe place (such as in a glass or
plastic petri dish) for future counting. Be sure no sediment is knocked
off the paper.

NOTE: Do not filter more than 200 ml of liquid when preparing this
filter. Also, enter the volume of liquid filtered while preparing the
filter paper on Line III-A under the (FP) column on the Water Analysis

Work Sheet (see attached copy).

4. Using additional filter papers as necessary, continue to filter the

liquid sample until the total volume of filtered liquid equals at least
250 ml (including the liquid already filtered in Step 3).

5. Carefully evaporate 200 ml of the filtered liquid to dryness. Begin
the evaporation in a glass beaker and when the volume is small enough

transfer the liquid to a metal planchet. Evaporate the last few ml
directly on the planchet. Use HNO3 or HC1 as necessary to keep materials
in solution and to prevent film formation on the sides of the beaker (by

washing down the sides) during evaporation. Enter the volume of sample

liquid evaporated during preparation of the planchet on Line III-A under

the (F) column on the Water Analysis Work Sheet.
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6. Distill (preferably double distill) 10 to 20 ml of the filtered liquid,

and mix the distillate with a suitable liquid scintillation counting

solution. The ratio of distilled liquid to liquid scintillation counting

solution will vary depending upon the liquid scintillation solution

being used. Normally, the ratio will be 2 ml of the distilled water
sample to 15 ml of liquid scintillation solution when Aquasol is used.

Two separate liquid scintillation samples should be prepared. Hold

these samples for later counting as described in Step 18.

7. Normally a gas flow proportional counter will be used for the a and

(minus 3H) analyses of the filter paper and planchet. Perform the

required proportional counter quality assurance (QA) checks and then

obtain (for both a. and B radiation) appropriate detector backgrounds,

counting system yields and lower limits of detection at the 95% confidence

level (LLD 95%),as called for under Section II of the Water Analysis

Work Sheet. Use the following rules, as applicable, in the determination

of these required Section II values, and enter the results in the appro-

priate blanks on the Water Analysis Work Sheet, or in the appropriate

counter QA notebook. When water analysis involves environmental water

samples, the completed Water Analysis Work Sheet, or the pertinent data

from that Work Sheet, must be recorded in the logbook for environmental

sample counting results.

a. Quality Assurance Procedures

1) Radiation Detection System Check

Prior to any sample counting, the detection system must be

checked for counting accuracy and consistency. Therefore,

before using a gas flow proportional counter, the counting

chamber must be clean, and if necessary, decontaminated. If

a new gas tank is used, the a and B counting plateaus must also

be verified, or re-established if necessary. Detector backgrounds

and counting system yields must also be checked for each system.

After placing a blank planchet in the gas flow proportional

counter selected, a counting system response check should be
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made to determine if the instrument background counting rate

falls within previously measured values. Detection system

counting yields should next be checked using calibrated standards.

These standards must incorporate physical characteristics (e.g.,

size, mass, composition, radiation emitted and radioactivity

content) which are quite similar to the sample being counted.

Background and counting yield determinations must be made prior

to each counting session.

2) Preservation of Water Samples

Approximately 200-250 ml of water will normally be left after com-

plete processing of a water sample. This volume of the sample

along with all filters and planchets prepared from the sample must

be retained until the analysis of the sample is completely finished

and the logged results reviewed and approved by the Radiation

Specialist or the Health Physicist. Disposal instructions for

water, filters and planchets will be given by one of these two

individuals after their review of the results is finished.

b. Normally,10-minute counts are adequate for determining backgrounds

and counting yields, and for counting the samples. However, for

increased statistical confidence, or when questionable counting

results are obtained, increase the counting times to 30 minutes.

c. Backgrounds are to be taken with a clean planchet and filter paper

in the counting chamber.

d.- When the sample radioactivity content (e.g., radioactivity on the

prepared planchet and/or the filter paper) is close to counter back-

ground, the counting time for the background and the samples should

be equal. Since this will often be the case, all background and

sample counts should be for the same time interval.

The LLD
95% in counts per minute (cpm) should be calculated as follows:

Total background counts
LLD

95%
in cpm = (4.66) Total background counting time

in minutes
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f. If the LLD
95% has.been calculated for a given background counting

time, any change in background counting time will require recalcu-

lation of the 1.1.095% value. (For example, if you increase the

sample counting time you will probably need to increase the back-

ground counting time, and will therefore need to recalculate the

applicable LLD value.)

B. You are now ready to count the previously prepared filter and planchet

for gross a8(Y) and gross a. Use a 10-minute count unless, as indicated

above, a 30-minute count seems advisable. Remember that counting times

for samples and backgrounds must be consistent with the times used

in calculating the LLD values. Perform the following counts for both

the filter paper (FP), and the filtrate (F) evaporated onto the planchet.

Enter the gross OM and gross a counting results as cpm on the Water

Analysis Work Sheet at III-B and III-C. Then subtract the gross a cpm

from the gross agy) cpm. Enter this on the Work Sheet at III-D.

9.'-Next, find the net a cpm and the net B(y) cpm by subtracting the appro-

priate backgrounds (as recorded under Part II of the Work Sheet) from

the gross a and gross 0(y) count rates. Correct these net count rates

for sample volume as shown on the Work Sheet. Enter these net values on

the Work Sheet at III-E and III-I, respectively. Next, compare the

net a and net 0(Y) cpm entries to the applicable a or B(Y) LLD value

listed under Part II of the Work Sheet. If all net cpm values exceed

their corresponding LLD, then go on to Step 10. However, if any net

cpm is less than its LLD, first carry out the following procedures,

as appropriate, for the net a or net 8(y) cpm.

a. If any of the individual net cpm values in either the (FP) or (F)

column for either a or 8(y), are less than the corresponding LLD

value, add the net cpm values in the (FP) and (F) columns (e.g.,

add the net a cpm in the (F) column to the net a cpm in the (FP)

column). Next, compare the total net a and 0(y) cpm values thus

obtained after adding (which are not entered on the Work Sheet) to

the applicable a or B(y) LLD value. If the added total net cpm value

exceeds its corresponding LLD value, go to Step 10 if the net cpm
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are > LLD a (95%), or to Step 11 if the net cpm are > LLD By (95%).

If, however, the added total net cpm value is less than its corres-

ponding LLD value, proceed to sub-steps b and/or c, which follow.

b. If the total (FP + F) net a cpm are < LLD a (95%) convert the

LLD a (95%) in cpm to pCi/m1 and enter the statement, "< LLD a (95%)

of ( uCi/m1)" in the pCi/m1 of a component box (See

subparagraph d, below.)

c. If the total (FP + F) net 0(Y) cpm are < LLD By (95%), convert

the LLD 8(y)(95 %) in cpm to pCi/ml (using "C counting yield) and

enter the statement, "< LLD 9(y)(95%) of ( pCi/m1)" in the

pCi/m1 of low E0 component box (See subparagraph d, below.)

d. Convert LLD values in cpm to uCi/m1 as follows:

LLD a or gy)(95%) uCi/m1
[appropriate LLO(95%) in cpm]

appropriate-
counting
yield for
a or 9y

2.22 x 10'
dpm/uCi

appropriate
volume of

liquid used
in the sample

in ml

10. If the total net a cpm is less than the LLD a (95%), you may skip this

step. While net alpha activity above the alpha lower limit of detection

(LLD a 95%) is to be considered rare, total net alpha counts per minute

summed from the filter and planchet, which exceed the LLD a (95%),

should be converted to total a dpm (III-G), using the counting yield

obtained with the alpha standard. This yield is indicated under Part II

of the Water Analysis Work Sheet. When net alpha activity exceeding

the LLD a (95%) is present, special treatment of the sample will usually

be required in order to identify the radionuclides contributing the

alpha disintegrations. Calculate the total net a dpm and then the

a pCi/ml. Enter the total net a uCi/m1 (if any) on the Work Sheet

at Item III-H and notify the Health Physicist of the presence of net

a radioactivity in the water sample.
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11 If the total net R(y) cpm exceed the LLD By (95%), analyze the

filter and planchet to determine the radioactivity concentration

due to the total low energy beta-emitting component [not including

tritium (3H)] in the sample. Such a component is usually

present for Radiation Center holdup tank water samples due to years

of work at the Center with carbon-14 and other low energy beta emitters.

This has resulted in low level contamination of certain drain lines

and the tank itself, and often shows up to a very small extent in holdup
tank samples. Also, work with carbon-14 and other such beta emitters

is still being conducted at the Radiation Center, and therefore a low

energy beta component is to be considered a possibility whenever Radiation

Center water samples are analyzed. However, other water samples, depending

upon their origin, may or may not show a significant low energy beta

component, but the routine analytical technique will be to check each sample

for such a component when the total net 6(y) cpm exceeds the LLD Oy (95%).

The procedure for this analysis is as follows:

. Using a standard 10-minute or 30-minute counting time in order to be con-

sistent with previous counts in the specific analysis underway, count the

filter and planchet separately on the a5(y) plateau of the proportional

counter, covering the samples with a 20.5 mg/cm2 aluminum absorber while

counting. This absorber stops all alphas, and all betas with maximum .

energies below about 0.256 MeV, and this count gives you the gross 6(y)

cpm through the 20.5 mg/cm2 absorber for the two samples (i.e., the
filter and planchet). These values are not entered directly on

the Work Sheet, but are used in the next step.

b. Determine the net 6(y) cpm through the 20.5 mg/cm2 absorber for

each of the two samples. To find this value, subtract the pre-

determined 6(y) background with the 20.5 mg/cm2 absorber in place
(over a clean planchet in the counting chamber) from the gross OM
cpm through the absorber obtained for the filter and the planchet.

Correct the two net cpm values for sample volume as shown on the work

sheet. Enter the final net cpm values for the planchet and filter

paper on the Water Analysis Work Sheet at Item III-J.

Revised 1/31/83
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c. Subtract the net O(y) cpm through the absorber from the unabsorbed

total net e(Y) cpm already entered on the Work Sheet at III-1.

The difference will be used to compute the low energy beta component

(excluding 3H) and should be entered for both (FP) and (F) on the

Work Sheet at Item III-K.

d. Using the detection system yield obtained for ''C, or other appro-

priate low energy beta standard based on your knowledge of the sample,

convert the net low energy beta cpm for (FP) and (F) to net dpm, sum

the net dpm values for (FP) and (F), and enter the total net dpm on

the Work Sheet at Item III-M.

e. Divide the total net dpm thus obtained by the sample volume in ml, and

convert the result into total pCi/m1 of low energy beta component (ex-

cluding 3H). Enter the value obtained at Item III-N on the Work Sheet.

f. If possible (and it often will not be), identify the low energy beta

emitter(s) present and estimate the percent each is contributing to the

total low energy beta radioactivity present. For Radiation Center hold-

up tank samples, I4C will normally be the dominant radionuclide.

12. The next step of the analysis requires gamma spectroscopy on approximately
500 ml of well-mixed, unfiltered water sample. The water should be

placed in a clean Marinelli beaker and the top sealed on very tightly

with plastic tape. The tape seal should be wide enough and strong enough

to prevent leakage if the beaker is tipped or even accidentally dropped.

When.transportaing the full sealed beaker to the gamma analyzer, place

it in one or more sturdy plastic bags to doubly protect against leaks

or spills. Label the Marinelli beaker with radiation caution tape and

mark the label to indicate the beaker's contents.
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13. Gamma spectroscopy analysis of all water samples will be performed

even though it appears that the sample contains nothing except low

energy beta emitters. The gamma spectroscopy results should further

verify this conclusion. (See Step 16.)

14. The gamma spectroscopy will normally be performed on the Radiation

Center's low-level environmental gamma analyzer system.

15. Gamma spectroscopy results will provide positive data on the identi-

fication of gamma emitters whose accompanying beta decay energies

exceed those of the low energy beta component. The analyzer-computer

combination will provide a data printout that will allow identification

of each specific (0)-gamma emitting radionuclide, the vCi's of each

radionuclide in the sample, and the uCi/m1 of each radionuclide above

a stated LLD (95%) value, when sample volume is entered. The objective

of this analytical step is to obtain the uCi/m1 concentration for each

radionuclide which has been identified in the sample by gamma spectroscopy.

Since sample volume is known, calculation of individual radionuclide uCi/m1 values

can always be done manually from the system's printout. However, sample

volUme will be a possible entry parameter for the computer so that

the pCi/m1 values can be obtained as part of the normal data printout.

(Use of the analyzer-computer must be explained by the Radiation

Specialist or the Health Physicist.)

16. The sum of all.the individual (0)-gamma emitter pCi/m1 values from Step 15

should be obtained and entered as a total at Item III-0 on the

Work Sheet. Attach a copy of the gamma spectroscopy printout to the

Work Sheet. The sum should not include natural background y emitters

which are always present and clearly not of OSU origin (e.g., K-40).

When the gamma spectroscopy results show no (0)-gamma emitters in the

sample (i.e., no peaks are identified after the sample has been

counted and the data processed) enter the statement, "no fty emitter

peaks identified" at Line III-0 on the Work Sheet, and simply use the

UCi/M1 value for the loWlocomponent (on Line III-N) to represent the 0

radioactivity in the sample.
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17. Item III-P on the Work Sheet is for totals. Bring down the result

entered at III-H and enter it apposite 1II-P (a). Total the pCiffil

values from Items N and 0 under Section III of the Work Sheet and

enter the sum opposite III-P (L0 + By). Then total the (a) and

(LB + By) entries in terms of uCi/m1 for a total value representing

a, low E
0,

and gi) (excluding 3H). If some radiation components

in the sample are below their respective LLD values, total the LLD

values entered in iCi /ml along with values for which there is a

positive pCi /mi entry. Enter this sum as (1k pCi/m1). If the

"no BY emitter peaks identified" statement has been entered, simply

use the low E0 pCi/m1 value in the total and add in nothing for the

spectroscopy count. If all radiation components in the sample are

below their applicable LLD values, sum the LLD values entered in

uCi/ml, and enter the statement, "< composite LLD BY (95%) (or

" < composite LLD cay 95%"),as applicable, of ( pCi/m1).

18. Next, prepare to count the two liquid scintillation samples for tritium

using the Radiation Center's Beckman liquid scintillation counter.

Proceed through the following general steps for the liquid scintillation

analysis:

a. First, count the following items for the same time interval, using

a 20 to 30-minute counting time, or longer if deemed necessary.

Obtain a gross count rate in cpm for each and enter the cpm and

the counting time on the Work Sheet at Blanks IV-A and IV-B,

respectively.

1) Count 2 to 4 counting standards with a known 3H uCi content. These

standards should be prepared so as to duplicate the water samples

in terms of water volume, coloration, and volume and type of

liquid scintillation counting solution (see 3 below).
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2) Count a background sample consisting only of the volume of liquid

scintillation solution used in the standards and water samples.

(Obviously, this ignores the presence of 3H background in clean

city water, but this is currently the Radiation Center policy.)

3) Count the two water samples previously prepared. It is essential

that water sample preparation be consistent with the standards.

Normally, this will mean using 2 ml of water sample and 15 ml

of the liquid scintillation counting solution, Aquasol, for

a total counting volume of 17 ml. This can be varied somewhat,

but water samples, standards, and the background sample must

be prepared identically, except no water is added to the background

sample.

b. Take the cpm value obtained for each 3H standard and ratio it with

the known 3H dpm in that standard. Calculate the sH counting yield

for each standard. Enter at IV-C.

c. Use the built-in standardization logic for the liquid scintillation

system employed (e.g., a reference number such as an H number, etc.).

Take the standardization values obtained for the 3H standards, enter

them at IV-0, and check the existing curve or table of counting

efficiencies (vs.) external standardization values for accuracy.

Using the standardization values to enter the curve or table,

you shobld obtain counting efficienciesthat correspond-to those

entered at IV-C. Enter your results at IV-E. If you do not

get reasonable counting efficiencies, and there is no apparent

problem with the counting equipment, prepare a new curve for

finding the counting yield. You may need to count a few more

standards to obtain additional data points if a new curve is

to be constructed. Before making a new curve, consult with the

Radiation Specialist or Health Physicist.

NOTE: DEVELOPMENT OF A CURVE FOR COUNTING EFFICIENCY MAY NOT BE NECESSARY

IF THE COUNTING SYSTEM IS EQUIPPED WITH A SPECIAL PROGRAMMED MODULE WHICH

CALCULATES THE COUNTING EFFICIENCY AND USES IT TO FIND GROSS OR NET DPM PER

SAMPLE. If the programmed module is used, then count two appropriate liquid

scintillation standards and calculate the actual counting yield obtained

with each standard. Enter these yields at item IV-C on the worksheet.

Next, compare these yields to the yields entered at IV-E from the

equipment's programmed module. The yields should agree to within t5%.

If they do not, contact the Health Physicist before proceeding.



d. Using the equation in Step 7-e and the background counting data

obtained with the liquid scintillation system, calculate the LLD

3H (95%) in cpm. Using the standardization value obtained for the

background count (enter this at IV -D), find the background counting

yield from the curve (enter the yield at IV-E), and divide it into

the LLD 3H (95%) in cpm to give the LLD value in terms of disintegra-

tions per minute (dpm). Enter this value at IV-F.

e. Next, convert the gross cpm values for the background and water

samples to gross dpm. Use the specific standardization value obtained

in conjunction with each count, if available, (enter these standardiza -.

tion values at IV-D) to find the appropriate counting yield (from the

previously described curve or equipment) for the background and each

of the two water samples. Enter the counting yields used at IV-E

and the gross dpm value at IV-G

9.

Average the gross dpm results from the two water samples as representa-

tive of the entire sample and record this at IV-H. (NOTE: If there

is a difference of more than 10% between the dpm in the two water

samples, notify the Radiation Specialist or Health Physicist, and

do not average the results. Under these circumstances, it will

be necessary to use the higher dpm sample, or perhaps redo the

liquid scintillation sample preparations and perform a recount of

the samples.)

Find the net 3H dpm in the sample by subtracting the gross dpm

recorded for the background (from IV-G) from the average gross

dpm in the sample (found in IV-H). Enter the net result at IV-I.

h. Compare the net 3H dpm in the sample to the LLD 3H (95%) in dpm

(see IV-F). If the net dpm in the sample is below the 3H LLD value,

convert the 3H LLD (95%) in dpm to uCi/m1 by using the following

expression:

LLD 3H (95%) uCi/m1

*normally 2 ml.

LLD 3H (95%) dpm

[2.22 x 101 volume of water sample)
dpm/uCi counted, in ml* j

137
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i. If the previous step (h) is applicable, enter the statement,

"< LLD 3H (95%) of ( pCi/m1)" in the final box on Line IV-K,

designated "total 3H pCi/m1 for sample."

If you wish to (it is not mandatory), you may calculate the actual

pCi/m1 of 3H in the sample when the net 311 dpm in the sample is

less than the LLD 311 (95%), but greater than three times the standard

deviation of the background counting rate in dpm. This value can

be entered along with the statement specified above and will give

an approximation of how far below the 311 LLD the 311 concentration is.

(NOTE: This procedure can also be used to find the actual pCi/m1 for

other sample components besides 3H provided the specified conditions

are met.)

1) Three times the standard / total number of
deviation of the background background counts
counting rate (in dpm) =(3)

2) pCi/m1 of 31-1 in sample

[total background

counting time counting
in minutes yield

net dpm 3H in sample

[2.22 x 106
volume of water

dpm/pCi
sample counted,

in ml

k. If the net sH dpm in the sample exceeds the LLD 311 (95%), use

Equation No. 2 (from the preceding subparagraph j) to calculate

the pCi/m1 of 311 in the sample. Enter the volume of the water sample

counted, in ml, under IV-J and the final total pCi/m1 of 3H for

the sample under IV-K.

19. Total the pCi/m1 values from Item P, Section III, of the Work Sheet

and Item K, Section IV, and enter as the total pCi/m1 in the sample

(a + low 0 + 0y + 311) under Section V of the Work Sheet. Use the

rules specified in Step 17 for obtaining this final total.
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20. If the water analysis is being performed to determine whether or not

a quantity of water is acceptable for discharge into the unrestricted

area (the sanitary sewer) based on Oregon and/or NRC regulations, use

the MPC Work Sheet, attached as Appendix A, to evaluate the radioactivity

in the mixture against applicable discharge limits. Document the basis

for your final MPC and your final decision regarding discharge of the

liquid on the MPC Work Sheet. Use the following basic rules for evaluating

the radioactivity. (NOTE: Certain samples may require special considera-

tion, and one or more of these rules may not apply. Always consult

the Health Physicist when a question arises.)

a. Any alpha radioactivity > LLD a must be identified so that the ratio

of radionuclide concentration to applicable MPC can be positively

established for each alpha emitter present.

b. The low energy beta component will be considered to be carbon-14

unless otherwise identified, and the ratio of radionuclide concentra-

tion to applicable MPC should be determined on this basis. (1 °C

has a more restrictive MPC-water than any other low energy beta

emitter normally expected to be present in Radiation Center water

samples.)

c. The gamma spectroscopy results will allow identification of specific

By emitting radionuclides which have energies exceeding the low

E
0

category so that a specific ratio of radionuclide concentration

to applicable MPC value can be established for each radionuclide

identified by this technique.

d. The liquid scintillation results will be considered to be tritium

and the ratio of radionuclide concentration to applicable MPC should

be made on this basis.
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e. Individual ratios of radionuclide concentration (uCi/m1) to the

applicable MPC-water value (uCi/m1) for the following sample

components will be summed and must be 1.0 in order to discharge

the water. The following expression is to be used:

uCi/m1 of each specific
alpha emitter [if any]

corresponding specific
alpha emitter applicable
MPC-water in pCi/m1

pCi/m1 of each specific
Sy emitter identified
by gamma spectroscopy

corresponding specific
Sy emitter applicable
MPC-water in uCi/m1

uCi /ml of the low E0 component
(taken to be 14C unless
otherwise identified)

applicable l'C MPC-water in
uCi/m1 (or MPC for other
radionuclide(s) identified)

uCi/m1 3H

applicable 3H MPC-water
in uCi/m1

must be 1.0 or less in order to discharge without special
approval from the Health Physicitt

21. Be sure all liquid effluent discharges are recorded in the necessary

logbooks, including the Liquid Holdup Tank Logbook and the TRIGA Reactor

Waste Log. File the MPC Work Sheet and the Water Analysis Work Sheet

in the Liquid Holdup Tank Logbook if the liquid effluent is discharged

to the sewer from the holdup tank, or if it is discharged to the sewer

directly from a Radiation Center laboratory. For other liquid effluent

discharges, the MPC Work Sheet and Water Analysis Work Sheet should

be filed in the 7R1GA Reactor Water Analysis and Waste Discharge Logbook.

Consult with the Radiation Specialist or Health Physicist if there are

any questions about where to log liquid effluent discharge data.

22. Environmental water sample analytical results are to be recorded according

to the instructions in the Procedure for Analyzing Environmental Soil,

Water,and Vegetation Samples for Radioactivity (RCHPP-13).
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OSU-RADIATION CENTER

Supplemental Sheet for Establishing
Appropriate Maximum Permissible
Concentration for Water Release

Dump No.: Date:

1. Net radioactivity concentration of water to be released pCi /ml.

2. Alternative I; Identity and concentration of each radioisotope in mixture
known: ,c7 Provision not applicable.

A. Radioisotopes Concentration in
Present Mixture (uCi /m1)

Oregon &
USNRC MPC

B. Determination of permissible release concentration based
on State of Oregon Regulations for the Control of Sources
of Ionizing Radiation, Including Radioactive Materials,
Part C, Appendix A, and USNRC Regulations, Title 10, Code
of Federal Regulations, Part 20, Appendix B; =
uCi/ml: (see calculation below:)
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C. Concentrations of radioisotopes in mixture when released:

Concentration hi
Radioisotope jvIixture when re- Oregon &

Present leased cliCi/m11 USNRC MPC

3. Alternative II: Identity of each radioisotope known, but concentration of
one or more is not known: a. Provision not applicable.

A. Radioisotopes Concentration in Oregon &
Present Mixture (,11 C1 /m1) USNRC MPG

B. Most restrictive mpc for all radioisotopes in the mixture:
uCi /ml.

C. Permissible release concentration based on State of Oregon
Regulations for the Control of Sources of Ionizing Radiation,
Including Radioactive Materials, Part C, Appendix A, and
USNRC Regulations, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations,
Part 20, Appendix B; = uCi /ml.

D. Radioactivity concentration of water when released:



4. Alternative Ile. Radioisotopes known to be absent from the mixture:
Z,7 Provisions not applicable.

A. Radioisotope

Sr-90
1-125
1-126
1-129
1-131
1-133
Pb-210
Po-210.
At-211
Ra-223
Ra -224
Ra -226
Ac-227
Ra-228
Th-230
Pa-231
Th-232
Th-nat
Cm-248
Cf-254
Fm-256
Others:
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Jviethod Used to Establish Absence**

B. Permissible release concentration based on State of Oregon
Regulations for the Control of Sources of Ionizing Radiation,
Including Radioactive Materials, Part C, Appendix A, and
USNRC Regulations, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations,
Part 20, Appendix B; = iCi

C. Radioactivity concentration of water when released:

*Net = subtraction of counter background only, not water background.
**(A = none present at Radiation Center; B = beta energy analysis; C = gamma energy

analysis; D = no alpha activity above background; E = other (explanation to follow).

MPC Determination Conducted by:

(signature)



WATER ANALYSIS WORK SHEET

I. GENERAL INFORMATION
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A I GALLONS DUMPED
0 DATE

B DUMPED TO

E LIQUID SOURCE
C DUMP I

II. BACKGROUNDS, DETECTION SYSTEM COUNTING YIELDS AND LOWER LIMITS OF DETECTION FOR

DETECTOR:
NOTE: Backgrounds and courting yields should be determined with a clean sasfle planchet, filter paper, :0.,

in the counding chamber or on the detector, as appropriate.

A a8(T) BACKGROUND cpm F

G

H

I

230Th cps/dpm a YIELD
210

Bi cpm/dpm B YIELD

LLO n(55%) cps

LLD 87(951) cpm

%

%

ape

cps

B a BACKGROUND cpm
C 8(y) BACKGROUND cpm
D O(y) BKG w/20.5 mg/cs2 ABS cpm

1

C cpm/dpm LOW Eg YIELD % J LLD y SPEC (952)1C1 pCi

III. GROSS AO(Y) ANALYSIS (EXCLUDING 3H):
FP) FILTER PAPER F) FILTRATE

A VOLUME OF LIQUID USED IN SAMPLE (ml)

B GROSS m6(Y) (cpm)

C GROSS n (cpm)

0 GROSS 8(y) (cpm)

E NET a: (GROSS a) - (a OM) (cpm) x(200 ml/m1 USED)

F a COUNTING YIELD USED

G a dpm IN SAMPLE (dpm)(FP)a(F)

H 141/41 OF a COMPONENT IN SAMPLE (FP) +(F)
(a)

I MET 8(Y): (GROSS 0(T))-(8(Y) BKG) (cpm) x (200 m1/01 USED)

J NET 8(y) THROUGH 20.5 mg/cm2 ABSORBER (cpm)m(200m1/01 USED))

K NET COW ENERGY BETA (Eg) COMPONENT (EXCLUDING 3H) (cpm)

L LOW EN COUNTING YIELD USED

M LOW Eg dpm IN SAMPLE (EXCLUDING 3H) (dpm)(FP)+(F)

N pC1/m1 LOW Eg COMPONENT IN SAMPLE (EXCLUDING 3H) (FP)+(F) (LB)
0 pC1/01 13(Y) COMPONENT IN SAMPLE (FROM y SPECTROSCOPY) (8Y)
P TOTAL aS(Y) MCI /m1 FOR ANALYSIS (EXCLUDING 3H)

(a)

(10+11)

TOTAL

IV. LIQUID SCINTILLATION (TRITIUM ANALYSIS):

STANDARDS I 2 A
BACKGROUND SAMPLES

I 2
A GROSS COUNT *ATE (cps')

B COUNTING TIME USED (minutes)

C MEASURED 3H COUNTING YIELD

0 EXTERNAL STANDARDIZATION VALUE USED

E
3
A COUNTING YIELD FROM CURVE OR EQUIP

F LLD 3H (952) (dpm)

.1. sewor IG GROSS dpm VALUE (dpm)
-m-vms-Jmno.---;.---++++r-+--m=7,

L:.1.1.1.111111KgilH AVERAGE GROSS dpm IN SAMPLE (dpm)
. ._

I NET dpm IN SAMPLE (dpm) +-,--rm--irr---11 ------,+mm
J VOLUME Of WATER SAMPLE (ml)

..-r--..-.-...e--.
3K TOTAL m MCI /ml FOR SAMPLE

WWWNWIPMApPw.-,s,....,,mm.,,

V. TOTAL mCl/MI IN THE SAMPLE (a + 10140 + BY + 3H):

VI. FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES USE ONLY:

NET 0 3N (U0/01); (I11-1 FP a F) (11 -G x 2.22 x 106 x 200)

TOTAL NET B (pCi/m1) INCLUDING 3H (VI-A + 111-10
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APPENDIX G

Materials Analysis Results



Radiation Center

[Once
University Corvallis, Oregon 97331 teem 754-2341

April 6, 1990
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Dr. Andrew C. Klein
Department of Nuclear Engineering
Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon 97331-5903

Dear Andy:

Enclosed are the analytical results for the first phase of OSU
Radiation Center project #625. These samples consist of the metallic
residue from your cold fusion cells, Li20, and D20 irradiated in the
rabbit terminal and counted along with another project.

Because of a mix up in the experiment, quantitative analyses of
cells #1 and #3 were not possible. I have indicated the presence of
identifiable gamma ray peaks on the data report by "*" and the absence
of a peak by --". The sample sizes for these analyses were extremely
small, should you require a more thorough investigation of these
residues I suggest we plan amore elaborate experiment utilizing Roman's
expertise.

I plan to irradiate the remaining samples in the rotating rack
with my next project, 1MW for approximately six hours. The irradiation
will be followed by gamma ray counts and 7, 12, and 30 days EOB.

Please contact me at your convenience should you have any
questions regarding the analyses or the results.

Enclosure

Sincerely,

obert J. Walker, Ph.D.
Geochemist
NAA Project Manager
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Oregon State University Radiation Center

Project 1625

A. Illeinfiktgon State University

Residue from cold fusion cells

Standards and monitors used for project 1625

Sample 11 OSU 1 Cu (ppm) error Oy (ppm) error V (ppm) error TiO2 (%) error

SRN 1633a 4s62506 118 t 85 17.7 ± 2.7 297 t 16 1.38 ± 0.17

118 * R. a. 297 1.3

CRS II 4s62507 (48 6.4 t 2.1 427 t 10 2.20 t 0.14

18.4 6.35 404 2.22

Al4Ca std 4562508 (86 - - 0.29 ± 0.20

IL 4. IL a. IL a. 14a.

Sample 1 OSU 1 Ana (%) error Na20 (%) error A1203 (%) error Ca0 (%) error

SRN 1633a 4s62506 0.024 ± 0.002 0.32 t 0.05 27.82 ± 0.30 1.67 t 0.33

0.0231 0.23 27.02 1.55

CRP II 4562507 0.182 t 0.003 3.27 ± 0.06 13.63 t 0.14 6.95 t 0.47

0.182 3.27 13.63 6.95

Al*Ca std 4s62508 92.95 t 0.72 56.83 t 3.21

Tt. a. n.a. 100.0 56.03

4 values listed under the analytical abundance are literature-values.
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&lion State University Radiation Center

Project 1625

A. KleiniOrepon State University

Residue from cold flake cells

Project 1625

Sample # OSU # Cu (ppm) error Dy (ppm) error V (ppm) TiO2 (%) error

Cell #1 44162501 **

Cell $3 4462502

Cell 14 4462503 (142 5 ± V
Li2O 44162504 90 t 57 0.02 t 0.14

020 4462505 (3 0.02 ± 0.1 0.02 t 0.00

Sample # OSU # NnO (%) error Na20 (%) error A1203 (%) error Ca0 (%) error

Cell #1 4062501 ** ** 41* if

Cell #3 4462502 ,* 44 H 44

Cell 14 4u62503 0.003 t 0.001 0.39 ± 0.09 81.43 t 0.66 0.27 t 0.48

1120 4u62504 0.002 t 0.001 0.07 ± 0.02 0.04 t 0.03 0.07 t 0.07

D20 4462505 -- -- 0.003 ± 0.001
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ADVANCED AMMAR FUELS CORPORATION
2101 HORN RAPIDS MAO, PO 8O I* RICHLAmo WA 002524130 MEL RESEARCH
00013754109 TELEX: 104070 AND DEVELOPMENT

RAB:90:036

March 13, 1990

Professor Alan Robinson
Oregon State University (OSU)
Dept. of Nuclear Engineering
Corvallis, OR 97331

Dear Man:

Here is a draft write-up of our characterization of the palladium electrodes you provided.

Two palladium electrodes were delivered to ANF for examination. They were about 4 mm in
diameter and 10 cm long. The one which had not been used was brightly metallic and showed
longitudinal markings which might have been produced by cold drawing or extrusion. The
electrode which had generated heat was a medium black, but retained a degree of reflectivity.
For example, it was more reflective than a carbon soot covered surface. The black area was
about eight mils larger in diameter than the bright end, which had been protected from the
electrolyte by a stopper. The unused electrode had the same diameter as the bright end of the
used electrode.

The entire electrodes were mounted in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) for imaging and
elemental analysis by x-ray fluorescence. The unused electrode is shown in Figure 1 at low and
high magnifications. The main surface features are the longitudinal marks and occasional
scratches and pits.

The surface of the black electrode is shown in Figure 2 and 3. The longitudinal features of the
unused electrode have been accentuated by what appears to be deposited material. In some
areas, Figure 2, lines of deposited material appear to be separated by pits. In other areas, Figure
3, the pits are either more numerous (and interconnected) or are merely valleys between the
linear deposits.

Several XRF spectra from the dark electrode are shown in Figure 4, combined with the unused
electrode spectrum. The unused electrode shows palladium with a small amount of platinum.
The peak originally identified as ruthenium was not corroborated by a second expected peak in
the 19 kv range, and is currently not accounted for. The additional elements in the black
electrode are copper and silicon. The platinum peak is increased over its value in the unused
electrode. Although not shown in the figure, there were slight indications of iron and zinc.

A Siemens Company
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RAB:90:036
March 21, 1990
Page 2

X-ray diffraction confirmed that the unused electrode was palladium (lattice parameter
3.890 a'. The black electrode showed the same FCC crystal structure, but with a
larger lattice parameter (4.040 a°). Palladium hydride (PdH) has this structure with
a 4.020 a' parameter, so it appears that this electrode has reacted to form the hydride
(at least at the surface), and is probably charged beyond the stoichiometric composition,
since the lattice parameter is larger than standard. An alternate possibility Is that both
hydrogen and lithium are present in interstitial sites. (lithium is not detectable by our
x-ray fluorescence unit.)

The surface of the black electrode was slightly harder (117 DPH vs 106 DPH) than the
bright one.

A one cm length was cut from the black electrode for SIMS analysis at BNW. This
analysis cannot be done until the week of 3/19. This sample was mounted and
polished on the cross section to determine the thickness of any rim structure. A thin
slice was also removed from the unused electrode for comparison. The unused
electrode is shown in Figure 5. It appears to have been either extruded or cold drawn
and partially recrystallized. The cross section of the black electrode is shown in Figure
6. The structure varies from edge to center, but there is no visible boundary, and the
center structure is clearly different from the unused electrode. Together with the fact
that a x-ray of the cross section showed the 4.040 a° lattice parameter, it is concluded
that the whole cross section is the hydride phase. This is consistent with the reported
densities of the metal and hydride, and the observed diameter increase.

The edge of the cross section is shown at high magnification in Figure 7. Attempts
to find a distinct boundary between two structures were not successful, but there did
appear to be a region about 5-10 microns deep which was qualitatively different from
the rest of the cross section.

X-ray fluorescence spectra as a function of depth from the surface which had been
exposed to the electrolyte are shown in Figure 8. Only the window centered at a 2
micron depth showed the increased platinum content and copper, oxygen, and silicon.
Carbon was still found, although at a reduced level, at the 200 micron depth.
Contents are typically much smaller than were found on the active surface.

Microhardness measurements on the cross sections produced complex results. Using
a 100 gm load, the black surface electrode had a uniform hardness of about 90 DPH
from "edge" to center. (with this load, the indentation was large enough that "edge'
is at least 100 urn below the surface.) The unused electrode dropped from 80 DPH
at the 'edge" to 60 DPH at the center.

With a 10 gm load, the near-surface region can be tested because of the smaller
indent. The black surface electrode had a higher value (103 DPH) at 10 urn from the
surface than at greater depths (83-84 DPH). Surprisingly, the unused electrode showed
a similar effect, with a 10 um value of 99 DPH and deeper values of 92-96 DPH.
The soft center was not observed with the light load.
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The conclusion from the 100 gm load data is that the whole cross section has been
hardened by formation of hydride. The presence of a hard rim was not dearly
established by the 10 gm load data

The third sample provided consisted of a small quantity of fine particles on filter paper.
These had been retrieved from the cell, and were thought to have flaked off the anode
when the cell was tuned off. The x-ray fluorescence spectrum of the sample and filter
paper is superposed on that of the filter paper alone in Figure 9. Platinum is the
relevant element. Aluminum, silicon, and on are common in airborne dust. This

interpretation could be verified by examining a filter washed with exposed but unused
electrolyte from the same laboratory.

Sincerely,

R A. Busch, Manager
Materials Research

ibsj
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FIGURE 4 XRF SPECTRA OF ELECTRODE SURFACES. BLUE CURVE IS UNUSED
ELECTRODE, REST ARE AT SEVERAL LONGITUDINAL POSITIONS ON BLACK ELECTRODE
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FIGURE 8 XRF SPECTRA OF BLACK ELECTRODE CROSS SECTION AT DEPTH
OF 2, 5, 10, AND 200 MICRONS
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APPENDIX H

Lumped Parameter Model of Fusion Cells
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Figure 12. Thermal Analysis of the fusion cells




